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The Weather
Today: Cloudy 49°F (9°C)

Tonight: Cloudy with rain, 42°F (6°C)
Tomorrow: Heavy rain, 54°F (12°C)
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Boarders help fill empty spaces
Part of the goal of letting women

live in TEP's house officially is "to
help with the transition to the new
rush system," according to Michael
I. Mandel '04, TEP's rush chair.

Friday, October 25, 2002

Women considered 'boarders'
In order to make the acceptance

of women boarders official, TEP
had to make a fine distinction
between the men and women living
there. Where the new males are
known as pledges, the females who
are or will be living at TEP are
called "boarders."

Because fraternities do not nor-
mally have women living in their
houses during the school year, the
Xi chapter of TEP had to negotiate
with the national fraternity to offi-
cially allow female boarders.

TEP chancellor Jason T. Rolfe
'03 said the "national [organization]
is entirely aware of our situation ...
they've said there would be no
problem."

Frank Medwick, President of
TEP's Alumni Association, said that
currently the national organization
"had no official comment," but that
there are "issues that need to be
resolved." He said that over the next
few weeks, they "will be doing
major investigations into the public
perception" of letting women live in
TEP.

TEP plans on maintaining mem-
bership in both the Interfraternity
Council and the Living Group
Council, even though the LGC
s'eceded from the IFC this past
weekend.

By Beckett W. Sterner
STAFF REPORTER

Female boarders are now
allowed to live at MIT's chapter of
the Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity dur-
ing the regular school year.

TEP decided to accept female
boarders to help fill space in the
house. While they will not be full
members of the fraternity, the
women will be allowed to live at the
house for their entire four years or
more at MIT.

Unofficially, women have been
welcome at TEP for many years, but
only recently have the brothers been
interested in making the process an
official one. The Xi chapter of TEP
held extensive negotiations with the
national fraternity to help get the
idea approved.

So far this year, in addition to
two male pledges, four women have
agreed to live at TEP, three fresh-
men and one senior. The women are
Tara R. Diduch '06, Jennifer H.
Olejarczyk '06, Laura A. Hajj '06,
and Julee Y. Hong '03.
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unrelated players.
Mezrich described four basic

roles for a team of the blackjack

IFe seeks to improve community
The major initiatives for

Dehoyos and the entire IFC this
year are to improve communication
and build a better and stronger sense
of community among all fraterni-
ties.

Colagiovanni said the "IFC
should serve as a resource for the
houses .... The IFC can bring hous-
es together as long as we have the
right relationship with them .... [we
must] make sure that they know we
are there to help and not hurt them."

Colagiovanni said his goal was

violations by the IFC and the Stu-
dent Life Office.

The IFC's Risk Management
Committee is headed by Lawrence
G. Colagiovanni '04 of Kappa
Sigma. His committee will be look-
ing at the existing IFC policies
regarding violations and punishment
and will attempt to reevaluate and
restructure them.

Dehoyos said that the IFC wel-
comes "new input from the commu-
nity to see what they want" and will
move forward from the current situ-
ation "by evaluating those sugges-
tions."

"The system has strong leader-
ship and we will continue to faith-
fully represent the system," he said.

ROSHAN BALlGA-TfiE TECH

Ben Mezrich, author of Bringing Down The House, explains how "the
MIT Blackjack Club took Vegas for four or five million dollars."
Mezrich spoke at the Coffeehouse Thursday night as part of a book
signing arranged by The MIT Coop.

The MIT team was different in
that it employed a method of com-
munication between seemingly

IFe decides to rethink policies
IFC President Amado. G.

Dehoyos '04, who replaced Yue,
said the Committee on Risk Man-
agement has been formed in
response to the handling of alcohol

The Interfraternity Council elect-
ed officers to its remaining vacant
positions during a President's Coun-
cil meeting Wednesday evening.
The Committee on Risk Manage-
ment was also asked to take on new
duties in response to the treatment
of alcohol violations of four frater-
nities that resulted in the resignation
of former president Andrew T. Yue
'03.

Officials were elected by show
of hands and required a simple
majority for victory. The new inter-
im IFC Vice President is Paul J.
Sierra '05 of Theta Delta Chi and
the interim Judicial Committee
Chair is David B. Gottlieb '05 of
Delta Tau Delta.

John J. Huss '05 of Pi Lambda
Phi was named the 2002-2003
Recruitment Chair, replacing CUf-

rent chair Joshua S. Yardley '04.
The Recruitment Chair election is
regularly held in October.

Interim officers will be replaced
by the winners of the regular elec-
tions in December.

By Jennifer L. Wong
5TAFF REPORTER

Interfraternity Council Fernale
Fills Vacant Positions Residents

Accepted
AtTEP

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
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Teamwork pays off big
Card counters are normally

caught because they work alone and
appear suspicious when they sud-
denly raise their bets once they pre-
dict a win.

Card Counting Gig Nets Students Millions
By Jenny Zhang
STAFF REPORTER

Ben Mezrich, the author of
Bringing Down the House: The
Inside Story of Six M.l. T. Students

Who TookFeature Vegas for________ Millions,
discussed his newest book and held
a book signing at Coffeehouse last
night. He described his interaction
with this covert team of gamblers.

Over a few years in the 1990s,
MIT students earned several million
dollars by playing blackjack in Las
Vegas casinos on weekends while
taking on the lives of normal college
students during the week.

"I got to know them socially
when we were in college. They
always had cash, and were always
going to Vegas. Eventually, they
took me along and I got an inside
look," said Mezrich.

The basic strategy for the stu-
dents was to employ card counting
techniques, where they kept track of
the proportion of high cards to the
total number of cards left in the
stack. "Based on that, they could
predict hands and place bets accord-
ingly," said Mezrich.

Janitors, Page 12

JEAN ZHENG-THE TECH

Community members, MIT students, and faculty team up to
compete In building the tallest balloon tower during the IDEAS

. tea~ulldlng dinner Wednesday night.

By Brian Loux
NEWSEDlTOR

An agreement late Wednesday
night ended the four-week strike by
Boston janitors, effectively cancel-
ing plans for city-wide acts of civil
disobedience planned for yesterday.
MIT students expected to join with
around 2,000 striking workers and
other community members to push
for higher wages and health care
coverage for part-time janitors.

Co-coordinator for MIT's stu-
dent campaign for janitors Shefali
B. Oza '04 called the resolution a
"great victory." .

Service Employees International
Union spokesperson Sylvia Panfil
said the agreement guarantees part-
time workers "two sick days,
employer-paid health coverage,
English classes for immigrant work-
ers to be managed by the union, and
higher wages."

The strike began in late Septem-
ber when the SEIU Local 254 and
the contracting companies UNICCO
and Janitronics could not resolve
issues over health care for part-time
employees and other issues.
Employees of MIT -owned Universi-
ty Park and Technology Square
developments; employed by UNIC-
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them suspects in the string of shoot-
ings."

Contrary to a theory that prompt-
ed wide speculation, there is no evi-
dence that Muhammad or Malvo is
connected to a terrorist organiza-
tion, law enforcement sources said.

But detectives are examining
reports from acquaintances that
Muhammad may have sympathized
with Osama bin Laden and
approved of the Sept. 11, 2001,
attacks on the World Trade Center
and Pentagon.

A Bushmaster XM-15 rifle,
which fires .223-caliber rounds;
has been "forensically determined
to be the murder weapon," said
Mike Bouchard of the federal
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms.

Police said they could link the
rifle to 11 of the 14 shootings, in
which 10 people were killed and
three were wounded in Washington
D.C. and inMontgomery and Prince
George's counties in Maryland; and
Spotsylvania, Prince William,
Hanover and Fairfax counties in
Virginia. In one shooting, no one
was injured. Bullets or fragments
from the other two shootings were
too badly damaged to be tested, offi-
cials have said.

there isn't evidence to charge
them," said Montgomery County
State's Attorney Douglas Gansler.
"There's a great sense of relief
among law enforcement that the
people apprehended have been
defmitively linked to these particu-
lar crimes."

Montgomery Police Chief
Charles Moose, a spokesman for the
task force investigating the shoot-
ings, said prosecutors would meet
Friday to discuss charges against
John Allen Muhammad, 41, and
John Lee Malvo, 17. Muhammad
was ordered held without bail
Thursday on a weapons charge, and
the youth is being detained as a
material witness in the sniper inves-
tigation.

Despite the arrests, many mys-
teries remain, including the motive
for the attacks. The pair had been
living in Washington state, and it is
unclear why they allegedly chose to
make the Washington, D.C., area
their shooting range. Their relation-
ship is also unclear, and it is
unknown whether one or both are
suspected of having pulled the trig-
ger in the attacks.

Moose, cautioning that the two
are not accused of being the snipers,
said, "However, we now consider

By Carol Morello, Christian
Davenport, and Hamil R. Harris
THE WASHINGTON POST'

A military-style, .223-caliber
rifle allegedly seized from two sus-
pects in the Washington area sniper
attacks has been linked by ballistics
tests to 11 of the 13 shootings,
authorities announced Thursday
night, climaxing an exhaustive
investigation and signaling the end
of a three-week siege by a seeming-
ly faceless gunman who terrified
the region with indiscriminate
killings.

"Tonight, people in the Wash-
ington metropolitan region are
breathing a collective sigh of relief,"
said Montgomery County, Md.,
Executive Douglas Duncan, appear-
ing at a news conference Thursday
night with law enforcement officials
in Rockville, Md., where the man-
hunt was based.

An Army veteran of the Persian
Gulf War and his teenage compan-
ion, who were arrested early ThurS-
day, had not been charged in the
attacks as of Thursday night. But ,
authorities left no doubt that they
intend to charge them in_the shoot-
ings, which began Oct. 2.

"Just because people haven't
been formally charged doesn't mean

Bush to Ask China to PresSure
North Korea on Nuclear Arms

WORLD & NATION
r1\vo Held in Sniper Attacks,
Weapon Linked to Shootings

Ads Boost Viacom's Quarterly
Operating Income

Annoyed By Coverage, Baghdad
Expels Foreign Journalists

Amazon Still in the Red
Despite 33 Percent Jump in Sales

TlfE BALTIMORE SUN

LOS ANGELES TIMES

A 33 percent increase in third-quarter sales to $851 million was
not enough for electronic commerce pioneer Amazon.com Inc. to
report a profit.

The Seattle-based online retailer said Thursday that it lost $35
million, or 9 cents a share, in the three months that ended Sept. 30,
compared with a loss of $170 million, or 46 cents a share, last
year.

The improvement in sales was chiefly due to price reductions, said
Chief Executive JefT Bezos, but it came at a cost.

"We are committed to lower prices for customers even though it's
expensive for us," Bezos said during a conference call. The company
is making up for lower prices by boosting sales volume and by hold-
ing the line on costs, he said.

During the quarter, the company also lowered the threshold for
free shipping from $49 per order to $25. As a result, the company
spent $10 million on shipping in the third quarter compared with $2
million a year ago.

Apparently angered by recent U.S. news reports on dissent, Iraqi
officials told many foreign journalists Thursday, including stafT mem-
bers for CNN, ABC and NBC, that they must leave the country with-
in days, according to executives at the networks.

Officials in Baghdad, the Iraqi capital, told reporters that non-Iraqi
journalists for those networks must leave the country, although for-
eigners with other outlets would be allowed to stay until their visas
expire.

NBC News' Ned Colt and his colleagues, a producer and camera
operator, were given until Saturday to leave Iraq. "There was no rea-
son given to us why they had to leave," said NBC News spokes-
woman Allison Gollust.

The expulsions come against the backdrop of heightened tensions
with the United States, which is threatening to depose Iraqi leader
Saddam Hussein.
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Fueled by a continuing recovery in advertising revenue, CBS par-
ent Viacom Inc. said Thursday its operating income rose 18 percent
to $1.3 billion for the quarter ended Sept. 30 after adjustments.

The company, which depends on ads for about half of its revenue,
said the third-quarter advertising strength is continuing into the fourth
quarter, led by its broadcast and cable networks and TV stations. But
analysts said it is unclear how strong the second half of 2003 will
turn out for ad sales.

"It's a coin toss what the second half of 2003 will look like," said
Kaufman Bros. analyst Paul Kim.

"Despite the current strength in the advertising market," Morgan
Stanley analyst Richard Bilotti told investors, "we believe it will be
difficult for Viacom to grow advertising revenue in excess of 6 to 7
percent in 2003." Bilotti cut his rating to "underweight." Viacom's
stock, whose price has held up much better than most other big media
companies, fell 6 percent, or $2.88 per share, to close at $44.30.

CBS has jumped to the top of overall ratings and shows like "CSI:
Crime Scene Investigation" and "Survivor" have made Thursday
nights for CBS the most profitable night for any network, Viacom
said.

By Mark Matthews
THE BALTIMORE SUN

WASHINGTON

After 18 months in which the
United States and China veered
from mutual distrust to cooperation,
President Bush will put the warm-
ing relations to a strategic test Fri-
day, when he will ask China to
apply pressure on North Korea to
scrap its nuclear weapons develop-
ment.

Playing host at- his Texas ranch
to the soon-to-retire President Jiang
Zemin of China, Bush is expected to
offer a sweetener in return: a
resumption of high-level defense
talks that were suspended after
China detained the crew of a U.S.
spy plane that collided with a Chi-
nese fighter jet in April 2001.

U.S. officials view China as vital
to bringing a peaceful end to the lat-
est crisis with North Korea, which
stunned the world this month by
acknowledging that it was trying to
produce highly enriched uranium, a
fuel for nuclear weapons, in viola-
tion of agreements barring nuclear
weapons development.

Bush hopes for a diplomatic
solution to the crisis with North
Korea, to avoid a military con-
frontation on the Korean peninsula.
About 37,000 American troops are
stationed in South Korea, close to
the border with the North.

China, which shares a long bor-
der with North Korea, has been a
close ally of Pyongyang and a key
supplier of food and fuel to the
Stalinist dictatorship. But U.S. offi-

cials say that China shares Wash-
ington's fear that North Korea will
become a nuclear power. They
want Beijing to make clear to
Pyongyang that it won't succeed in
dividing the international commu-
nity.

"We hope they condemn it and
call for it to be ended and verifiably
disassembled," a senior administra-
tion official said Thursday.

After meeting with Jiang, Bush
will travel to a summit of Pacific
Rim leaders in Cabo San' Lucas,
Mexico. At that summit, the con-
cerns surrounding North Korea are
expected to dominate a meeting Sat-
urday that Bush will have with Pres-
ident Kim Dae Jung of South Korea
and Prime Minister Junichiro
Koizumi of Japan.

WEATHER
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Two Dark Days
By Bill Ramstrom
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

It's not looking like a good weekend for those hoping to see a lot of sun.
Saturday will be windy and rainy, while Sunday will feature clearing skies,
but a sunset around 4:45 p.m., thanks to the end of daylight savings time.

A large storm is developing over the lower Midwest today, and will
bring a period of heavy rain to Boston on Saturday. This will be followed by
another cool airmass from Canada, keeping our temperatures at or below
normal into next week.

Extended Forecast

Today: High clouds. High of 49°F (9°C).
Tonight: Cloudy with rain by morning. Low of 42°F (6°C).
Saturday: Rain, heavy at times. High of 54°F (l2°C).
Saturday night: Rain ending during the evening, then clearing. Low of

44°F (7°C).
Sunday: Sunny and brisk. High of 56°F (13 0C).
Monday: Fair and slightly cooler.

Weather Systems
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Report Says Stalled S"ecurity
Leaves U.S. Open to Terrorism

Gore Calls for New Emphasis
On Public Health Semces

THE WASHINGTON POST
WASHINGTON

Bush Administration Announces
$159 Billion Deficit for Year 2002

Rebels Demand Removal of Troops,
Threaten to Begin .Killing Hostages

By Vicki Kemper
LOS ANGELES TIMES

WASHINGTON

Enormous logistical challenges
and widespread complacency have
stalled homeland security efforts,
leaving the United States. "danger-
ously unprepared to prevent and
respond" to another terrorist attack,
an independent task force warns in a
new report.

Yet the Bush administration's
preparations for war against Iraq
only increase the likelihood of an
attack against Americans involving
weapons of mass destruction,
according to the 17-member biparti-
san group, which includes two
Nobel laureates, two former secre-
taries of state and two former chair-
men of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

"If our foreign policy requires
that action be taken against Iraq, we
have to be prepared for retaliation,"
said former Sen. Warren B. Rud-
man, co-chairman of the task force,
which was sponsored by the nonpar-
tisan Council on Foreign Relations.

The group's report, to be released

By Dana Milbank
THE WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON

The Bush administration late
Thursday announced a budget deficit
of $159 billion for the fiscal year

. just ended, confirming that the feder-
al government officially returned to
the red for the first time since 1997.

The announcement of the budget
deficit for fiScal year 2002 wasn't a
surprise; the administration had ear-
lier projected a slightly larger deficit
for the year as the surPlus was con-
sumed by recession, war spending
and tax cuts. Still, Democrats
pounced on the official figures - a
$286 billion swing from the previ-
ous year - as evidence that the
Bush administration had presided
over what the opposition called the
largest one-year fiscal reversal in
the nation's history.

President Bush's budget director,
Mitch Daniels, said the deficit figure
made it "absolutely essential" that
the government keep tight controls
over spending. "It's now' clear that
the unexpected surge in revenues
toward the end of the last decade
was temporary, and that revenues
are returning to historic levels for'
reasons unrelated to legislated
changes," he said in a statement.
"~t the same time, unexpected new

By Peter Baker
and Susan B. Glasser
THE WASHINGTON POST

MOSCOW

DeclarIng their readiness to die
for their cause, Chechen rebels
holding a theater audience of up to
700 people captive in the heart of
Moscow threatened Thursday to
begin killing them if Russia doesn't
withdraw troops from the break-
away southern republic of Chechnya
within a week.

One person was killed in the ini-
tial assault Wednesday night. Presi-
dent Vladimir Putin linked the
attack on the theater to international
terrorism and canceled plans to trav-
el to Mexico to meet with President
Bush at an Asian-Pacific economic
summit this weekend. He made no
move toward meeting the Chechens'
demand.

At least three Americans are
among the hostages, who are being
guarded by as many as 50 masked
guerrillas armed with assault rifles
and explosives strapped to their

Friday, recommends immediate
action to better secure the nation's
ports, roads and railways. While
intensive security measures have
been implemented at airports since
last year's terrorist attacks, "a
weapon of mass destruction could
well be hidden" in shipping contain-
ers, trucks and trains, the report says.

Government officials also must
redouble their efforts to prepare
police, fire and emergency medical
personnel to respond to a bioterrorist
attack and to better link local, state
and federal authorities, the report
says. In addition, it says National
Guard units should be trained and
deployed to impose civil order in the
aftermath of such an attack.

While the creation of a new
Department of Homeland Security
has stalled over disagreements
between President Bush and Democ-
ratic leaders in Congress, task force
members were careful to avoid
assessing blame for what they con-
sider a dangerous lack of progress in
homeland security efforts.

"There is a serious lack of

defense and homeland security
spending is needed to protect Amer-
ica from new threats."

House Minority Leader Dick
Gephardt (D-Mo.), countered that the
numbers represented "an incredible
turnaround, probably the most stun-
ning change in figures we've ever
seen." In an interview, Gephardt indi-
cated Democrats would use the new
figures as evidence of broader eco-
nomic troubles as they campaign for
midterm elections in 12 days. "It's
just one more part of the picture," he
said. "We are heavily into deficits
and spending Social Security money
in addition. The economy is stuck in
neutral if not falling, and we could be
headed for a double dip recession."

The official release of the 2002
budget figures is scheduled for Fri-
day, but the administration released
the key numbers Thursday night !It
what Democrats interpreted as an
effort to bury the bad news on a day
dominated by developments in the
sniper case. The Office of Manage-
ment and Budget reported receipts
of $1.853 trillion for the year and
spending of $2.012 trillion, yielding
the $159 billion deficit in the year
ended Sept. 30.

The surplus, which began in
1998, peaked at $237 billion in
2000 and slipped to $127 billion in

bodies.
"I swear by God we are more

keen on dying than you are keen on
living," an unidentified hostage-
taker said in a video shown on the
Arabic-language television network
al-Jazeera. "Each one of us is will-
ing to sacrifice himself for the sake
of God and the independence of
Chechnya. "

"Even if we are killed, thousands
of brothers and sisters will come
after us, ready to sacrifice them-
selves," a female militant, her face
covered except for her eyes, said in
the same broadcast.

On Thursday afternoon, on-
again, off-again negotiations
brought the release of five hostages,
and the rebels later released the
body of a woman in her twenties
who authorities said was shot to
death in the early hours of the crisis
when she defied her captors.

Sporadic gunfire and explosions
were heard from the scene at vari-
ous points Thursday, but reports
were sketchy about what was hap-

urgency about moving on homeland
security in some areas that do not
require legislation," former Sen.
Gary Hart, the task force's other co-
chairman, said in an interview. "The
president and congressional leaders
could have taken some of these
steps months ago. We are urging
them to get on with it."

Rudman also called on gover-
nors, mayors and other local offi-
cials to get more involved in home-
land security efforts.

Hart, a Democrat from Colorado,
and Rudman, a New Hampshire
Republican, have been calling for
similar actions since months before
terrorist hijackers flew commercial
airliners into the World Trade Cen-
ter, the Pentagon and a Pennsylva-
nia field last Sept. II, killing about
3,000 people.

An earlier commission led by the
two men warned in January 200 I
that the nation was vulnerable to a
terrorist attack. It recommended
then that the federal government be
reorganized around a homeland
security mission.

the 200 I fiscal year. The 2002
deficit was the largest since the
1995 fiscal year produced a $164
billion shortfall.

Earlier in the week, Daniels esti-
mated the fiscal 2002 deficit would
be about $165 billion. The Congres-
sional Budget Office had expected
$157 billion.

The federal deficit, now official,
could have implications for argu-
ments over government spending
when Congress returns next month.
Bush, in campaigning for Rep'ubli-
can candidates, has been calling on
Congress to make last year's tax
cuts permanent; they're set to expire
after nine years under current law.

"In order to make sure that our
economy grows, in order to make
sure the job base is strong, you need
to have a congressman who will join
me in making sure that tax relief
plan we passed is permanent and
doesn't go away," the president said
at a political rally late Thursday in
Auburn, Ala. Bush didn't mention
.the budget figures, which were
released just before he spoke.

Thomas Kahn, the minority staff
director of the House Budget Com-
mittee, said making the tax cuts per-
manent would cause a deficit over
the 10 years' through 20 II of $408
billion.

pening. At one point, Russian media
reported that militants fired rocket-
propelled grenades out the window
of the theater as two young women
were making their escape, injuring a
Russian soldier.

Hundreds of heavily armed
Russian troops, police officers and
special forces surrounded the theater
but held back from storming the
building, located in southeast
Moscow, three miles from the
Kremlin. Reports indicated that
about 45 children remained inside
the theater.

The hostage crisis gripped Russia,
which has not seen such a dangerous
standoff in the middle of its capital
since the tumultuous early 1990s.

More than 24 hours into the
ordeal, a few hostages inside the
theater managed to call out on cellu-
lar telephones to report on the dete-
riorating atmosphere inside. "The
tension is escalating," said one of
them, Maria Shkolnikova. "The
demands of the terrorists are turning
into an ultimatum."

Former vice president AI Gore, citing a growing threat of a bio-
logical weapons attack against the United States, Thursday said cur-
ing the "dangerous weakness" of the country's public health services
should be the nation's top health care priority.

Gore said that possible war with Iraq - and intelligence suggest-
ing that the Iraqis would respond with a biological attack aimed at the
U.S. - as well as the re-emergence of Osama Bin Laden's al-Qaida
network have created "an immediate and urgent need" for action by
the federal government to protect the population.

"The strong possibility of a biological weapons attack against the
United States demands a new and comprehensive response," Gore
said at the George Washington University Medical Center. "We need
a new national defense public health act to responsibly address this
imminent threat."

In the third of a series of policy speeches before the November
midterm election, Gore largely set aside partisan criticism of the
Bush adminstration in an effort to open a new front in the debate over
health care policy. He said that the lack of health insurance coverage
for millions of Americans must take "a back seat" to the more press-
ing threat of improving the public health service's capacity to deal
with an attack from anthrax, small pox or ebola.

Study Cites Differences
In Stroke Symptom Reports

NEWSDAY

Men and women do not use the same terms to describe stroke
symptoms, a troubling difference that may leave some women sitting
in hospital waiting rooms rather than being triaged for an emergency,
according to a team of researchers.

Writing in Friday's Annals of Emergency Medicine, researchers
found that while in the midst of a stroke, women were 62 percent
more likely than men to use terms that did not describe classic stroke
symptoms.

The study of 1,124 patients by a team of researchers from the Uni-
versity of Michigan in Ann Arbor and the University of Texas Health
Science Center in Houston, documents for the first time a gender dif-
ference in the way patients describe a stroke.

"We know from the cardiac literature that women are much more
likely to report vague or non-classic symptoms of a heart attack," Dr.
Lise Labiche, a cardiovascular specialist at the University of Texas,
said yesterday. "With stroke symptoms we have been behind the
times," she continued. Labiche said women were more likely than
men to report episodes of severe hiccups, facial pain, nausea and
shortness of breath - all symptoms that may not be immediately rec-
ognized as signaling a stroke.

JetBlue Stock to Split
NEWSDAY

JetBlue Airways, which sold shares to the public in April, Thurs-
day announced a three-for-two split of its common stock.

A discount carrier whose route structure is based mostly at
Kennedy International Airport, JetBlue said the stock split will be
distributed Dec. 12 to shareholders of record Dec. 2. It will increase
the outstanding shares by 50 percent to about 63 million.

Airline industry consultant Robert Mann said increasing the num-
ber of shares, effectively lowering share prices, could benefit share-
holders, including employees who hold options, by raising the upside
potential of the stock. He said employees holding larger numbers of
options than before the split have a greater opportunity to earn a prof-
it, assuming the company continues to do well, which depends great-
ly on them.

Companies often authorize a split to make stock ownership more
affordable to more investors. The stock hit a low of $29.75 Oct. 10.
JetBlue's high of $55.15 was reached on May 6. Thursday, it closed
at $36.90, up 46 cents.

Mann said although JetBlue has been a success story, it faces
increasing competition as it grows - in particular, he said, from
Delta Airlines in the New York to Florida market, from American
Airlines in the San Juan market and from Southwest Airlines to the
West. "So far, the going's been good but their greatest competitive
challenges are ahead of them," said Mann. "The startup itself, while
an achievement, doesn't represent more than the beginning of a long
term competitive struggle."

Previously Conjoined Twins Prepare
To Return Home to Africa

THE BALTIMORE SUN

BALTIMORE

Three days short of their first birthday, they have tiny baby teeth,
a vocabulary that includes "mama" and "bye-bye" - and the mile-
stone of their first unassisted steps not far in the future.

Christine and Loice Onziga - the conjoined twins separated in
April during a 12-hour operation at the University of Maryland Med-
ical Center - are developing into normal, healthy children and are

. preparing to return to their native Africa next week.
"I feel so excited to go back home with the two healthy girls and

to meet with the rest of the family," Gordon Onziga, 29, said Thurs-
day at an early birthday celebration at the hospital, attended by
more than two dozen medical professionals who have worked with
his daughters. "I thought that I was going to just dream about it."

When the twins arrived in Baltimore in February fused together,
they sometimes cried and screamed when they were touched or shift-
ed. Now independent of each other, they happily wave hello and
goodbye, open their arms for hugs and stand and walk -' albeit with
help.

But it took hours of physical therapy after the operation to get the
sisters to do even the most seemingly basic things, such as turn their
necks. A combined six pounds when delivered by Caesarean section,
the two were attached from the breastbone to the navel, with their
hearts, livers and diaphragms joined.
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OPINION
Let's Be Honest About Housing

As pledge numbers begin to stabilize, the first year of rush ative ways to use it, including the possibility of leasing excess
with freshmen on campus yields more questions than answers. property." And the most frightening word to FSILG members,
Doomsday predictions of the entire FSILG system collapsing, "consolidation."

not all that uncommon when Presi- The bottom line is between the lines: MIT expects to loseEditorial dent Vest first announced his deci- FSILGs. MIT has ex'pected this all along, but the administration
___________ sion four years ago, seem to be has not done an adequate job preparing for this eventuality, nor has

unfounded. To date, 293 students the Interfraternity Council, Panhellenic Association, or Living
have pledged, somewhat short of the typical 350 or so in recent Group Council.
years, but a respectable number for the first year of an entirely The current rush numbers show a very uneven distribution of
new system, pledges, from zero in DKE to 21 in PBE. If each FSILG was short

No, Delta Kappa Epsilon will not cease to exist next year a few people, then perhaps with graduate students and alumni
because no one has yet pledged this year. With transitional funding support, they could manage to get by indefinitely with some
for empty beds and perhaps a few graduate or CMI students, FSIL- empty beds, Unfortunately, reality is not so kind. Some FSILGs
Gs will make it, at least this year. But now is when everyone at will not attract enough students to survive the transition, and as
MlT, especially the administration and FSILG leadership, needs to difficult as this is to admit, especially for members, this is not a
be honest about MIT's housing system, and how it must change in problem for MIT, That is, of course, if the transition is handled
the next few years. correctly.

Approximately 3,000 on-campus beds exist for undergradu- The worst thing that could possibly happen to MIT is for too
ates, thanks to the recent addition of Simmons Hall and some bor- many FSILGs to collapse under the financial burden of empty beds.
rowed space in Sidney-Pacific. Chancellor Clay's goal of zero If this occurred, MIT could suddenly be short dozens or even hun-
crowding was met this year thanks to this borrowed space, and the dreds of beds, and a new dorm cannot be built overnight. MIT and
administration's stock answer seems to be "wait and see" - hope- the FSILGs must find a way to manage the transition so that the
fully, more students will pledge over the year, and enough students right number of houses survive. As painful as this will be, it will
will move off campus to avoid re-crowding or stealing more beds benefit MIT in the long term. Losing too few houses will not solve
from graduate students. the overcapacity problem, but losing too many would be a disaster.

However, the problem at MlT is not a shortage of beds for Currently, however, The Tech sees no evidence of the careful
undergraduates. The real problem is overcapacity. Prior to this year, planning this will require from both the administration and the
some 350 people needed to move off campus for the housing system FSILG leadership. The times demand brutal honesty from all par-
to be sustainable. Roughly 1,400 people lived in FSILGs in any ties, and strong leadership to emerge from the rubble that is the
given year; this year, Simmons Hall pulled 350 of these students into IFe. Though it has lost influence as sororities and ILGs have estab-
on-campus housing, leaving 350 empty beds. Some of these have Iished their own governing bodies, the IFC is still the best chance
been filled by graduate students, but MIT doesn't need 1,400 off- the students have to make the administration handle the transition
campus beds anymore. responsibly and fairly.

MIT will never again be able to house so many students off Losing living groups is not good for the MIT community. The
campus. This would require approximately 450 students from each diversity of housing options, especially some of the unique living
class year to live in FSILGs, Considering that an ovelWhelming experiences in ILGs, is part of what makes MIT special. With
majority of off-campus beds are in fraternities, this would mean fewer choices, there is certainly the chance that fewer students will
that nearly the entire male population of each class would pledge pledge, and a vicious cycle of fewer and fewer pledges for fewer
each year. There simply are not that many students who want to and fewer houses could ensue. Moreover, the current imbalance in
live in FSILGs. Moreover, MIT has committed to maintaining the pledges does not help MIT's on-campus situation as much as it
current class size, and a full FSILG system would open up too might appear; certainly PBE will not have room for 21 students
many beds in Institute housing. from the Class ofio06 next year. There is also the somewhat

In his Sept. 5,2002 letter to FSILG presidents, Chancellor frightening possibility that many students who pledged as freshmen
Clay talks about supporting FSILGs through the transition with ,will decide to stay on campus as sophom,ores.- what is to .stop
financial support, and he discusses several possibilities of what them from doing so? ' ' ,
transition might mean. "Re-size" - make your FSILG smaiIer. 'The time has 'come for MIT to fa~e the facts and the harsh
House graduate students. Physical changes to the house - in reality it has created by housing all freshmen on campus. A wait-
Clay's words, "you may discover excess capacity and new and cre- and-see, hope-for-the-best approach is not the answer.

Errata
A Oct. 22 opinion article ["Human

Rights? Let's Be Honest"] made use
of some material from another column
without proper attribution, Several
sentences of the article were taken
from a May 31, 2002 Forward col-
umn ["Divest and Conquer"] by Alan
M, Dershowitz.

An Oct. 22 article ["Tough Head
for Heavyweights, But Alums Domi-
nate Sculling"] incorrectly identified a
Fairfield Rowing Club as one of
Hamilton College.

A caption on Oct. 22 incorrectly
identified a song performed by the
Chorallaries as "Suerta." The song is
"Suerte. "
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Letter TO The
Editor

Let's Be Sensible
In Response to Michelle Kaufman's

column ["Human Rights?Let's be Hon-
est"] in lastTuesday's issue of The Tech:

Ms. Kaufman might as well have
argued that smoking, a widespreadprac-
tice among Palestinians, probably kills
more Palestiniansin a single month than
Israel has between 1948 and the present.
Unfortunately,exact numbersare unavail-
able and evidence for this statementcan-
not be produced because these countries
do not have free presses. Neverthelessit is
criminal and hypocriticalto discussIsrael,
whilePalestinians,UkrainiansandOmanis
continueto smoke.
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Design a Peaceful Solution
For the. Middle East

The Trouble With Israel
OPINIONOctober 25, 2002

Guest Column
Aimee Smith

It is hard to talk about the history of Israel
and the relations of people in the region of his-
toric Palestine in the US because most of us
"Americans" have been kept from learning
much about history or even basic geography.

When I read the column about the visit of
Israeli Knesset member Benny Elon ["A
potential Middle East Solution," Oct. 18] by
Maxim Shusteff and Jake Solomon, I noticed
that the authors described the event as demon-
strating much academic decorum, somehow
further legitimated by the diverse spectrum of
questions.

I do not believe the event lived up to the
ideas of openness and academic freedom. The
questions in fact covered a wide spectrum,
from "great, but how are we going to do it" to
"have you lost your humanity entirely?" but
the audience was very averse to any sort of
critical questions and did try to cut those ques-
tions off.

To the moderator's credit, he did stand up
to the mob mentality and aUowed the ques-
tions. Even if one should or could listen coolly
as Mr. Elon gave his "creative" solution of
transferring the remaining Palestinians in the
occupied territories east of the Jordan River
into Jordan, by force if necessary, there was
one incident which was particularly disturbing.
Before stating my question during the Q&A
session, I asked him why he wanted the full
names of those asking questions; and if he was
planning to pass my name off to the JDL (The
Jewish Defense League, a Zionist terrorist
group.) He responded that he would if he did-
n't like my question. I suppose he intended to
be amusing, but I think the joke brings out a
deep contradiction in this conflict. Palestinian
resistance to being driven out of their home-

" Guest Column
Alexander H. Slocum

I would think with all the brains we have
from all over the world at MIT, we should
be able to design a system that the entire
world could embrace. In fact, it is in our
self-interest to do so, for if the United States
acts unilaterally, right or wrong, it will
degrade our economy and stature until we no
longer have the power to act as we might
believe we shoul<;l. I would think that by rec-
iprocity, if we could achieve true peace in an
area, then we all should be able to avoid
war.

Peace and prosperity can be brought to the
Middle East, if the United States, Israel, and
the new must-soon-to-be state of Palestine
work together to make it happen in a manner
that all countries can embrace.

But why should the Arabs and Palestinians
cooperate? Why should they not inste~d use
their petrodollars to enable them to succeed in
eventually eliminating Israel (and the United
States)? Because Arab nations should, with
the help ofthe world's greatest minds, evolve
their economies into vibrant entities that are
not dependent on petrodollars, for the oil will
soon run out.

Why should the Israelis give up land they
see they won in a war in which they were
attacked? Because if Israel can make true
peace with its Arab neighbors, vast new mar-
kets would open up for its' high-tech goods,
and it would see prosperity it could otherwise ,
never have envisioned.

In order to accomplish this dream, it is
probably a good idea to first examine some
important background items:

The history of the creation of the state of
Israel contains many unfortunate occur-
rences, among which include the creation of
Palestinian refugees. Many of these refugees
still have the keys to their houses which they
pass down from generation to generation
with the vow that they will return. Everyone
has a price, and we just need to find it.

The majority of Palestinians and Israelis
are peaceful people who want to get on with a
good life. However, an eye for an eye and a
tooth for a tooth will soon yield many blind
people who can no longer see a path to peace
and can only feed on hatred and fear.

Accordingly, we must start anew with the
basic premise that if we were to put the
resources we now allocate to military pursuits
towards building vibrant nations of Israel and
Palestine, both the Israelis and the Palestini-

lands is given endless scrutiny and condemna-
tion, but pro-Israeli naked military aggression
and Kahanian style terror used to maintain this
immoral colonization project on the homeland
of other people is hardly mentioned, let alone
scrutinized. _

In spite of his real or joking threat, I want
to thank Mr. Elon for his candor on other
points. He mocked the state that was offered to
the Palestinians as being nothing more than
bantustans that are only connected by airplane
routes and have no control of the resources or
borders. The laughter to his joking analysis
from the audience indicates that many of them
must agree, although I believe I have heard

But my Palestinian friend
says it best: ((1 didn't knouJ God

was a real estate agent who
could steal land from one people

and give it to another."

some of these same people argue to the con-
trary. The other important point that Mr. Elon
made was that many Palestinians were in fact
driven from their homelands in 1948 - i.e.
Palestine was not in fact "A land without a
people for a people without a land" as the
racist myth goes.

His argument for why Israel belongs to the
. Jews? Simple: God gave it to the Jews. If
using God as a justification for conquest and
ethnic cleansing is not at odds with modem
notions of intellectual discourse and democra-
cy, I don't know what is. But my Palestinian
friend whose grandfather was shot to death by
Zionists in 1947 and whose grandmother died

ans 'could not only live in peace, they could
p;osp~r and become the best of neighoo;s. '

To accomplish this, we must seek solu-
tion hypotheses from scholars; business per-
sons, and the common people. Open debate
and discussions among and between com-
mon people will be used to evolve a final
workable plan. In particular, young people
should lead the d.iscussions which can
become subjects in the schools. Further-
more, the Internet can be used as a catalyst
for evolving ideas in the same manner it
empowers international teams of design
engineers to create sophisticated new prod-
ucts. Warriors, politicians and religious
leaders must step back and see what this
new idea generation process yields. Finally,
the best ideas should be voted upon in a

Maybe one day in the future, we
will. see a new nation form, the

nation ojPalisraelistine.

.democratic fashion.
As an important part of the process, it can

begin with ideas that perhaps most of the
. world could agree would be reasonable ideas
(boundary conditions). For example:

I. Israel should exist with its 1949 UN-
defined borders, and it is free to put up a no-
humans allowed green zone between itself and
its neighbors to act as a bandage for the peace

: process until time heals the wounds incurred
. by years of war.

2. Palestine should consist of the West
Bank, where the Israeli settlers would leave
and turn over the houses they built to the
Palestinians whose ancestral homes are in
Israel. Palestinians would then renounce any
claims to homes inside Israel. Israeli settlers
could return to Israel to new cities that could
be built with the money previously allocated
to war.

3. Israel and Palestine should trade Gaza'
for a strip of land along the Israeli-Lebanon
border, thereby giving Palestine port access
and removing the problem of how to connect
Palestine on the West Bank with Gaza.

4. Israel and Palestin~ should jointly build
a pipeline to carry Mediterranean seawater
through turbines to be placed at the Dead Sea
to generate electricity which can then power
homes and businesses in the area, as well as
power desalination plants. The water flowing

at a checkpoint last year says it best: "I dido't
know God was a real estate agent who could
steal land from one people and give it to
another."

The problem with Israel is that it is a racist,
colonial, settler state built on ethnically
cleansed lands. I use the word "racist" here to
describe the inherent na~ure of any colonial
project set up by white Europeans to evict and
control land that is populated with non-Euro-
peans. Some might call this "Western Cultural
Imperialism," but I would argue that imple-
menting such a program would not be possible
without first objectifying and demonizing the
those who populate the target land. And fur-
ther, this is not an unusual or new sort of prob-
lem.

We saw a similar colonization project car-
ried out in South Africa. There, under
apartheid, legal segregation was explicit and
enforced until quite recently. Israel has an
apartheid structure based on a unique mix of
culture and religious identity, but however con-
voluted the scheme for determining who gets
first class status and who gets no status, the dif-
ferences are marked clearly on identity cards
and license plates. Certainly no one has any
right to blame Judaism for this implementation
of the goals of Zionism. In fact, those who
wrap their Zionist ideology in Judaism are
lying because Judaism the religion and Zionism
the ideology have nothing in common.

Just as most Muslims reject the actions of
the 9/11 hijackers, many Jews reject Zionism
as a form of racism that has attempted to
hijack their faith. Moreover, failure to criticize
the implementation of Zionism, which is
Israel, is racism. For United States citizens,
when the weapons used to enforce it and
expand it are stamped with "made in USA,"
failure to criticize is complicity.

Aimee Smith is a postdoctoral associate ill
the Department of Materials Science and
Engineering.

into the Dead Sea would evaporate, thus fOm1-
.ing' a unique type of renewable energy
resource.

5. The United States and the wealthy coun-
tries of the Middle East should finance these
changes.

6. For every foreign aid dollar the United
States gives to Israel, it should give a foreign
aid dollar to Palestine; yet no military aid
should be given to either country - only
credits to buy non-military goods from US
companies.

7. The United States should withdrawal all
military forces from Saudi Arabia because of
the issue of holy lands.

8. Israel) with its high-technology compa-
nies, could become a regional leader that
helps its Arab neighbors develop economies
that are not oil dependent, because the oil will
not last forever.

9. Jerusalem should become an interna-
tional city-state run by a council of moderate
religious leaders from all the major faiths that
have significant presence there, AND other
major faith leaders to act as arbitrators.

The ideas can be used as seeds when
seeking to develop a plan for true and last-
ing peace in the Middle East. No doubt some
ideas will be deemed unworkable and will
be replaced by better ideas. There can be no
solution that pleases everyone, and there
will always be extremists who will seek to
use violence to derail the plan, just as they
have in the. past. However, once the majority
of the people on both sides have agreed to a
proper peace plan, there must be no stopping
it. Notice that I left out politicians and reli-
gious leaders, as they have not d9ne a very
good job of leading given the continual
crises.

If such a plan were to be implemented,
then the United States and its new friends
could work to achieve peaceful, productive,
positive changes with other regimes in the
area. Maybe pne day in the future, when peo-
ple truly realize that we are all here on earth
to experience the joys life has to offer, and
that giving joy begets even more joy, we will
see a new nation form, the nation of Pal is-
raelistine.

Perhaps MIT could lead by creating a
new cross-school course catalyzed by profes-
sors from different departments. I think The
Tech could start the process off by creating a
weekly column on "Design Suggestions for
Peace."

Professor Alexander Slocum is a Professor
in the Department of Mechanical
Engineering.
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Fighting
Dichotomy

Andrew C. Thomas

If I had the means the money and the man-
power, I would spend the great bulk of my
time and effort waging war. Not a war of bul-
lets and bombshells, but a war of ideology. I
would fight black and white.

If there is one philosophical concept I
think has caused more trouble than any over
time, it is dichotomy. The idea that one object,
per se, can be evenly divided between two
groups, is incredibly powerful and yet incredi-
bly troublesome.

Dichotomy is the root of logic, and thus of
mathematics. Either something is, or it ain't.
By evenly splitting statements into two groups
- true or false, correct or incorrect - we
establish a very clear set of rules. For thou-
sands of years, logic and mathematics have
proven themselves both formidable tools,
nearly infallible to criticism, since they are
completely sufficient on their own terms.

Well, more or less. Kurt Godel proved that
no mathematical or logical system is complete-
ly self-sufficient. That this snafu is resolved by
the application of a little faith is unimportant,
because what we can purposefully extract out
of this tools works. We can accept with our
own eyes and senses that these concepts work.
Thanks to them we have such wonders as
global communications and atomic bombs.

Surely, though, it should be evident that
dichotomy cannot and should not extend past
certain areas. This forbidden territory is firmly
entrenched into the basic human condition
itself.

It's ridiculously simple to suggest that any
question can be answered yes or no. Even a
question like "what color is the sky?" defies a
simple answer. The defeat of logic as a practi-
cal tool for exploring every element of our
existence comes at the threshold of experience
and communication. I could give a bitmap
description of the entire sky at sunset, but it's
beyond your capability to appreciate it in the
same way unless you had seen it for yourself.

American two-party politics, however, is
the absurd extension of binary logic. Two giant
organizations have sliced up the country
between them roughly evenly and take oppos-
ing answers to the same problems. Immediately
there is a logical problem. America was not
based on one question with a yes-no answer -
aside from "Do we want to separate from
Britain," another overly dramatic simplifica-
tion. It should be obvious that neither political
party can possibly be completely right in their
methods for running the country, since if their
track record was that good they never would
have relinquished control of power.

A question many people have asked, typi-
cally in a comedic setting, is how a person can
be for the death penalty but against abortion,
or the reverse. This is an attempt to draw a
line at what point it is morally acceptable to
kill. Opponents typically try to argue that a
woman has a right to control her body, but
that no. one has a right to kill any other fully
formed human being. Both of these positions
do have logical evolutions based on bona fide
moral premises. But why not consider the
moral idea that life is sacred? Under that sup-
position we should not have the right to kill
the unborn or the convicted. There are many
people who follow this moral code, and yet
this position sees no major representation in
the American political system.

It is a fair point to make that there are sev-
eral third parties, some of which could legiti-
mately cause this change, bringing American
political thought into a new paradigm entirely.
Some day I hope that at least two of these par-
ties will emerge to join the giants. Only one
would be dangerous, and would likely gravi-
tate towards one party or the other, as was
seen with the Green Party in the 2000 elec-
tion. Some balance does need to be seen for
this evolution to be stable.

Now, I do not mean .to suggest that black-
and-white thinking is unhealthy. On the con-
trary, we would not have the society we do
today without it. And it still must be applied in
the political.system; surely, every voting citi-
zen has a different opinion of the way things
should be. I do not believe that America, or at
this point any country on earth, has the politi-
cal maturity to function on direct democracy
and avoid the drawing of party lines.

It's certainly a shame that neither party
would logically support the addition of other
powerful entities. It would be, among other
things, bad for business. Perhaps it is the love of
country that both parties seem to preach that
will help them realize that a move away from
black-and-white division might actually be in
their best interests.
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Having postulated the first two Laws of
Graduation, Isaac Newton the grad student
was still perplexed by this paradox: If indeed
the first two Laws accounted for the forces
which delayed graduation, why dO'esn't .
explicit awareness of these forces allow a
grad student to graduate?
It is believed that Newton practically aban,
doned his graduate research in Celestial .
M~chanics to pursue this paradox and
develop his Third Law.

This Law states that, regardless of the nature
of the interaction with the advisor, every
force for productivity acting on a grad
student is accompanied by an equal and
opposing useless activity such that the net
advancement in thesis progress is zero.
Newton's Laws of Graduation were ultimately
shown to be an approximation of the more
complete description of Graduation Mecha,
nics given by Einstein's Special Theory of
Research Inactivity.

Einstein's theory, developed during his gra,
duate work in Zurich, explains the general
phenomena that, relative to the grad student,
time slows down to nearly a standstill.

Mathematically, this postulate translates to:

age
PhD

= fle~bi[i~~
motlvatlon

This Law is a quantitative description of the
effect of the forces experienced by a grad
student. A highly motivated student may still
remain in grad school given enough flexibility.
As motivation goes to zero, the duration of
the PhD goes to infinity.

FIRST LAW
..f ....

"A fJYa~~stuoent in procrastinati.on-~
ten~s to sta~ in procrastination ~. '<

unless an external force ~$app,{i~3.
to it" <.

Though famous for his seminal work in
Mechanics, Isaac Newton's theories on the
prediction of a doctoral graduation
formulated while still a grad student at
Cambridge remain his most important
contribution to academia.

(From Encyclopaedia Britannica)

This postulate is known as the "Law of
Inertia" and was originally discovered expe,
rimentally by Galileo four years before
Newton was born when he threatened to
cut his grad student's funding. This resulted
in a quickening of the student's research
progress.

Galileo's observations were later perfected
by Descartes through the application of
"Weekly Meetings."

Before Galileo's time, it was wrongfully
thought that grad students would rest only
as long as no work was required of them
and that in the absence of external forces,
they would graduate by themselves.

•

~~. NEWTON'S
",'" THREE LAWS OF

GRADUATION
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FoxTrot by Bill Amend Dilbert@ by Scott Adams
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For oxygen production:
1/2 liter soda bottle
Hydrogen peroxide (H202)
One of the following: Sodium hypochlorite (NaCIO, sold at Star

Market) or Manganese Dioxide (Mn02, not sold at Star Market)

What To Do

To make the hydrogen, fill the bottle about a third to h~lfway full
with water. Dissolve a hefty amount of Drano crystals in the water
(about 20 grams). Don't measure the Drano with your hand, as it will
hurt you. Badly. Do not eat Drano, as it will also hurt you.

Now prepare to collect the hydrogen, because the reaction can
take a variable amount of time to start. Get a balloon ready and put
on heavy duty safety gloves and goggles.

Roll some aluminum foil into thin rolls. Feed them into the bottle
- about half a squarefoot's worth should be sufficient. You will slow-
ly see bubbles start to form - this is hydrogen. The reaction rate will
speedup to a furious rate, and this is where things can get dangerous.
The bottle will get hot, the fumes it gives off will be very acrid, and the
plastic may begin to warp.

When the reaction warms up, quickly put a balloon over the neck of
the bottle well. It should fill with hY9rogen; when it does, remove the
balloon and tie it off. You can probably get 5 balloons worth of hydro-
gen out of one charge.

To make the oxygen, fill a new bottle 1/2 full with hydrogen per-
oxide. Have a partner ready to collect the oxygen in the balloon, for
this reaction happens extremely fast. Now dump either a pinch of
Mn02 or a capful of hypochlorite into the H20Z bottle, and bottle the
gas. Tie off the balloon and you have oxygen.

To light these things, tie a candle to the end of a hockey stick,
light it and hold the flame under the balloon. It should produce a nice
little orange fireball, as well as a loud pop of you're lucky.

To make a very loud bang, take two parts hydrogen, one part oxygen
and combine them somehow (I haven't quite gotten this part to work
every time). Standback - your boom will be much quicker and louder!

Fun with Fire III
Hydrogen a Oxygen

By Michael Short
COLUMNIST

This experiment involves fire, bases, fire, toxic fumes, exothermic
reactions andfire. Do.it in a well ventilated, fire proof area outdoors,
on a concrete or pavement surface with adequate eye and hand pro-

tection. Follow all safety precautions labeled
on chemical products. In other words, don't
be stupid - you can get hurt.

For hydrogen production:
1/2 liter soda bottles (2)
Water
Drano CRYSTALS (not liquid, as it usually contains soap), or

pure NaOH (sodium hydroxide) if you can get it
A few square feet of aluminum foil
Latex balloons

Notes

The more concentrated the H202, the better.
The hypochlorite must not contain soaps, or you'll end up with

oxygenated foam.
The Mn02 catalyzes the breakup of the H202 really really fast, so

be ready to contain the oxygen!
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Sunday, October 27

Monday, October 28

9:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. - Buddhist Meditation and Prayers. Meditation in Buddhist Tradition: sitting and walking medita-
tion followed by chanting. free. Room: Mezzanine Lounge, Student Center. Sponsor: Buddhist Community at MIT.
4:00 p.m. - Kathak Dance. Featuring Chitresh Das, solo and the Chitresh Das Dance Company; with Swapnamoy Baner-
jee, sarod; Kousic Sen, tabla. Presented by MITHAS (MIT Heritage of South Asia) in cooperation with Sangam and
Chhandika. $20, $16-members, $12-students. Room: Paine Hall (Music Building, North Yard, Harvard University).
Sponsor. MITHAS.
7:00 p.m. - West SIde Story. Stars Natalie
Wood and Rita Moreno. $3.00. Room: 2&100. Sponsor. LSC.

10:30 p.m. - Minority Report. Rated PG-13 for violence, brief language, some sexuality and drug content. $3.00. Room:
2&100. Sponsor. LSC.

10:00 a.m. - Admissions Information SessIon. free. Room: Admissions Reception Center, Building 10, Room 10-100.
Sponsor. Information Center.
10:45 a.m. - Campus Tour. free. Room: Lobby 7 (Main Entrance Lobby at 77 Massachusetts Ave). Sponsor. Information
Center.
12:00 p.m. -1:30 p.m. -"A U.S. Invasion and Occupation of Iraq: Concems and Scenarios." Second in a series of
events on Iraq sponsored by the CIS Starr Forum at MlT's Center for Intemational Studies. A discussion between Daniel
Byman, staff member of the House and Senate Intelligence Committee's inquiry on 9/11 and an Iraq and Middle East
analyst at RAND; Herman Eilts, former US Ambassador to Saudi Arabia and Egypt, and Professor Emeritus of International
Relations at Boston University; and James Fallows, National Correspondent for the Atlantic Monthly and former editor of
US News & World Report. free. Room: Wong Auditorium (Tang Center, Building E51). Sponsor. Center for Intemational
Studies.
2:00 p.m. - Admissions Information SessIon. free. Room: Admissions Reception Center, Building 10, Room 10-100.
Sponsor. Information Center.
2:45 p.m. - Campus Tour. free. Room: Lobby 7 (Main Entrance Lobby at 77 Massachusetts Ave). Sponsor. Information
Center.
3:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. - Rainbow Lounge Open. MIT's resource lounge for lesbian, bisexual, gay, and transgendered mem-
bers of the community offers a place to hang out, various activities, and a lending library during its open hours. free ...• ') .
Room: 50-306. Sponsor. Ibgt@MIT.
4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. - ..GeometrIzatJon of 3-man1folds." free. Room: 2-143. Sponsor. Differential ~~etry Seminar.
Department of Mathematics .. oj .,

4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. - Doing International Research After September Uth. STS Colloquium. free. Room: E51-095.
Sponsor. STS.
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Mechanics Seminar: "High-Order Accurate Computational Methods for Micro OptIcs." The mod-
eling and design of diffraction dominated micro optics;cgn!inues to challenge eXiStirig,?Ornp~tiqn!3I •.me~09.s':':t;'!sl~n t?e/
traced to a number of issues, e.g., high phase sensitivity, large electric, yet finite, size and significant geometric complexi-
ty. The significant current interest in integrated optics and MOEMS suggests that: the development of new computational
tools are timely and required. Motivated by a few examples, we shall discuss some of the difficulties associated with the
modeling of micro optics in a bit more detail. This work is done in collaboration with Palle Dinesen, Kaleido Technology, '
Denmark, and Lucas Wilcox, Brown University. Room: 3-370. Sponsor. Mechanical Engineering De~.; ,"
4:15 p.m. - 5:15 p.m. - A BeautIful Mind: Genius, Madness, Reawakening. free. Room: Room 10-250. Sponsor. Applied
Mathematics Colloquium. Department of Mathematics. ~
9:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m. - Monday Night Football at The Ear. Watch the game on The Thi~ty Ear's big screen TV every Mon-
day nighUonight: New Yor1<Giants vs. Philadelphia. Hours:Monday: 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. Tuesday - Thursday: 7 p.m. - 1 a.m. Fri-
day: 4 p.m. - 1 a.m. The Thirsty Ear Pub is located in the basement of Ashdown House. Enter through the courtyard. Must
be over 21. Proper ID required. Free. Room: The Thirsty Ear Pub. Sponsor. The Thirsty Ear Pub.

Events Calendar appears in each issue of The Tech and features events for members of the MIT community. The
Tech makes no guarantees as to the accuracy of this information, and The Tech shall not be held liable for any loss-
es, including, but not limited to, damages resulting from attendance of an event.
Contact information for all events is available from the Events Calendar web page.

Visit and add events to Events Calendar online at http://events.mlt.edu
Frlday, October 25 into that key market, never seemed to run out of cash, hired just the right people, and stayed successful in an unforgiving

market? The MIT Enterprise Forum of Cambridge Fall Workshop will feature CEOs and companies that will share their expe-
riences in taking on and overcoming hurdles and challenges, detailing both strategy and tactics. This is not theory, but
practice, talked about by the individuals who are faced with creating value every single day. Please Visit Website for Prices.
Room: The Newton Marriott. Sponsor. MIT Enterprise Forum of Cambridge, Inc. Emst & Young, McDermott, Will & Emery.
1:00 p.m. - Men's & Women's FencIng Alumni Meet. free. Room: Fencing Room. Sponsor: Department of Athletics.
1:00 p.m. - Women's Soccer vs. Mount Holyoke College. free. Room: Steinbrenner Stadium. Sponsor. Department of
Athletics.
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. - Sigma Sundae SoIree. Come enjoy ice cream sundaes with the lovely Sigma Kappa sisters at
their beautiful brownstone in the heart of Boston's Kenmore Square. free. Room: Sigma Kappa House: 480 Common-
wealth Ave. Sponsor: Sigma Kappa.
7:00 p.m. - Mlnorlty Report. In the not-too-distant future, crimes can be predicted using the gifts of three unusual people
who are hooked to machines that read their psychiC visions. An organization uses this method to prevent crimes before
they happen, and arrest those who would have committed them. But is this a violation of human rights? A leader in the
Department of Pre-Crime (Tom Cruise) is about to find out, when he is mysteriously pegged as the next one to commit a
horrible murder. Written and directed by Steven Spielberg, with music by John Williams. Rated PG-13 for violence, brief lan-
guage, some sexuality and drug content. $3.00. Room: 2&100. Sponsor. LSC.
10:30 p.m. - Minority Report. Rated PG-13 for violence, brief language, some sexuality and drug content. $3.00. Room:
2&100. Sponsor. LSC.

Saturday, October 26

Events Calendar

7:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. - How The @#&*I#$ Did they Do That? . Ever wonder how a company landed that big sale, moved

10:00 a.m. - Admissions Information Session. Admissions Office Information Session gathers at the Admissions Recep-
tion Center (10-100). Enter MIT at the main entrance, Lobby 7, 77 Massachusetts Ave (domed building with tall pillars).
Proceed down the center corridor to Room 10-100 on the right.Foliowing the Admissions Information Session is a Student
Led Campus Tour which begins in Lobby 7 (main entrance lobby) Groups over 15 people need to make special reserva-
tions. free. Room: Admissions Reception Center, Building 10, Room 10-100. Sponsor: Information Center.
10:45 a.m. - Campus Tour. Student Led Campus Tours are approximately 90 minutes long and provide a general
overview of the main campus. Please note that campus tours do not visit laboratories, living groups or buildings under con-
struction. Groups over 15 people need to make special reservations. Campus tours start at the conclusion of the Admis-
sions Informations Session. The Campus Tour begins in Lobby 7 (Main Entrance Lobby at 77 Massachusetts Ave). free.
Room: Lobby 7 (Main Entrance Lobby at 77 Massachusetts Ave). Sponsor. Information Center.
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. - Bement K Demo. Is wetrbased training on computer topics for you? Leam how to get started
using web-based training through Element K (our current provider of wetrbased training on information technology topics)
and explore the possibilities this vendor has to offer. For more information about wetrbased training at Mil, see
<http//web.mit.edu/is/training/wbt>. Room: N42 Demo. Sponsor: Information Systems.
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. - FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS: EFFECTIVE RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS. Graduate students
know the basics of how to create a resume and cover letter. What is the secret of making these more effective? Get an
employer's perspective on how to tailor your resume for a non-academic position. Bring along 3 copies of your current
resume or draft for the peer critiquing exercise in this workshop. This is NOT a recruiting event, however we have invited
several employer representatives to give their advice on what makes a resume or cover letter effective, applicable to grad
students from all disciplines, both masters and doctoral candidates. Space is limited. Preregistration required. Go to
<http://mit.edu/career/INWW/gradworkshops.html>. Go to "Calendar of Workshops" (bottom of page). Choose workshop
title. free. Sponsor: OCSPA.
2:00 p.m. - Admissions Information Session. free. Room: Admissions Reception Center, Building la, Room 10-100.
Sponsor: Information Center.
2:45 p.m. - Campus Tour. free. Room: Lobby 7 (Main Entrance Lobby at 77 Massachusetts Ave). Sponsor. Information
Center.
4:00 p.m.• 5:00 p.m. - PSFC Seminar. "The Physics of Collisionless Magnetic Reconnection." free. Room: NW17-218.
Sponsor: Plasma Science and Fusion Center.
5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. - "The Loudest Mutterlng Is Over: Documents from the Atlas Group Archive." HTC Forum series
event. free. Room: 3-133. Sponsor: History, Theory and Criticism of Architecture and Art.
6:00 p.m. - A World Gone Ape: Japanese Youth Consumers Fashion & The IntematJonallmpact on HaraJuku Cool.
David Marx will discuss on the rise of Japanese youth consumer class and its effect on the Japanese and Intemational
culture. Zeroing in on the monolithic fashion brand, "A Bathing Ape" and the Ura-Harajuku Boom of 1990s, Marx will show
how fashion brands worked to win fans by rejecting consumer-centered marketing techniques and creating their own style
of business: hard-to-find stores, limited-edition goods, and no advertising. Registration: 6pm, Program: 6:30pm. free for
MIT students, staff and faculty. Room: Bush Room (10-105). Sponsor: MIT Japan Program. The Japan Society of Boston.
7:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m. - Anlme Club showing: Rah-Xephon, Azumanga, NIeA. Watch a selection of new and classic an~
mation from Japan, as well as taking advantage of our extensive library of Japanese animation. Tonight: Rah-Xephon (an
enigmatic, stylish exploration of the giant-robot theme), Azumanga Daioh (the wildly popular comedy about a set of high-
school friends), NieA3 - comic stories from the other side of the crater, from the creators of Serial Experiments: lain.
free. Room: &120. Sponsor: Anime Club, MIT.
7:00 p.m. - West Side Story. In this classic musical adaptation of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, two street gangs in
New York battle for territory and respect. A former leader of one gang falls in love with a girl from the other, and they strug-
gle to overcome racism, hatred, and dishonor in order to be together. Music by Leonard Bernstein and lyrics by Stephen
Sondheim, coming alive in well-known numbers including: "Officer Krupke," "Maria," "America: and "Tonight." New York
Times critic Bosley Crowther wrote of it in 1961: " ... a cinema masterpiece ... the music and dances that expand it are
magnified as true sense-experiences .• Stars Natalie Wood and Rita Moreno. $3.00. Room: 2&100. Sponsor. LSC.
8:00 p.m. - MIT Symphony Orchestra Concert. Ludovic Morlot, guest conductor
(http://mit.edu/mta/www/music/resources/morlot.htrnl). Bruch's Concerto for Violin No.1 (EECS grad student Amanda
Wang, soloist, winner of the 2002 MITSO concerto competition); Dallapiccola's Piccola Musica Nottuma; Beethoven's
Symphony No.3 "Eroica." $3 at the door. Room: Kresge Auditorium. Sponsor: MIT Symphony Orchestra (MITSO).
8:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m. - "eXlstenZ". Directed by David Cronen berg, Starring Jennifer Jason Leigh, Canada, 1999,
97mins. Allegra Geller, the leading game designer in the world, is testing her new virtual reality game, eXistenZ with a
focus group. As they begin, she is attacked by a fanatic assassin employing a bizarre organic gun. She flees with a young
marketing trainee, Ted Pikul, who is suddenly assigned as her bodyguard. Unfortunately, her pod, an organic gaming
device that contains the only copy of the eXistenZ game program, is damaged. The events leading up to this, and the
resulting game, lead the pair on a strange adventure where reality and their actions are impossible to determine from
either their own or the game's perspective. free. Room: 7-431. Sponsor. History, Theory and Criticism of Architecture and
Art.
9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. - The Graduate Student Halloween Party. Come and join us at the official MIT Halloween party,
which will be held at the Warehouse Apartments (NW30).There will be plenty of entertainment: DJ and dancing, pumpkin
painting, face painting, food and soda, Cash bar run by the thirsty ear. Proper ID required for beverages. Costumes are
encouraged. free. Room: Warehouse Apartments (NW30). Sponsor. Graduate Student Council, The Warehouse.
10:30 p.m. - West Side Story. $3.00. Room: 2&100. Sponsor: LSC.

Ask Arista

Do you have a question you're dying to ask Arista?
E-mail your question to <AristaK@mit.edu>, and it
could appear in the next installment of "Ask Arista!"

Peace,
-AristaK.

Dear R.S.S.,
Yeah. "Here, let me get that for you."

Dear Jobless,
Resume-writing is an art. Like all artists, you

must approach the task with the correct mindset.
First, no matter how badly MIT may have beaten
your ego to a pulp, you must. present yourself as
though you consider yourself as competent, nay, as
brilliant, as any other job applicant, if not more so. If
you write your resume with confidence, it will show
through in the printed word, grab the recruiter by the
shirt collar, and say, "Hire me, I'm spectacular!" If
you use the right action verbs, it may even wipe the
spittle otTthe recruiter's glasses after doing so.

I'm not saying you should be an egomaniac, but I
think MIT students, on the whole, are a humble bunch
who tend to undersell themselves. Be aggressive, yet
friendly, and emphasize your strengths. Look at sample
resumes for ideas on wording. Both the MIT Career
Center and Jobtrak have online resources to help peo-
ple write their resumes. If you want to hear from peo-
ple whose opinions actually count, MIT is having an
Employer Resume Critique Week next week, Oct. 28
to Nov. I. Information can be found online at
<http://web.mit.edu/career/www/Ercw.htm >. Happy
hunting! •

Signing out,
-AristaK.

Dear Arista,
. I'm writing up my resume now, in the hopes of

getting a summer internship. How can I make my pre-
vious experiences sound impressive to employers?

-Jobless Junior

-Penniless Playboy

Ask Arista is a humorous advice column written
anonymously by an MIT student. The identities of all
parties are private.

Dear Arista,
In this modem, equal society, should a guy still

pay for a girl on a date?

Dear Penniless,
Wait, society is equal? Though I'd love to argue

with you on this, it is entirely beside the point. If you
feel uncomfortable or unwilling to pay for your date,
then don't. It will send her a clear message that you
view her as a powerful, respected equal with as much
ability to provide financial security as yourself. PlUs, it
will give the real gentlemen of the world an advantage
in wooing the most desirable women for themselves.

Seriously, why wouldn't you want to pay for
your date? Most guys on dates are out to impress the
person they're with, and believe me, picking up the
check will almost certainly win you points here.
Girls want to be respected, true, but that doesn't
mean you can't be chivalrous. If your wallet is hurt-
ing from all your gallantry, try some low-budget dat-
ing activities.

A long, moonlit walk along the river is free, and
quite effective, judging from all the public displays
of affection one sees on the shores of the Chuck.
Cook and serve her a candlelit dinner for two, hang
out with microwave popcorn and a movie, or give
her a massage. Obviously, some of these suggestions
work better once you've gotten to know the person,
but let her and your preferences be your guide. At the
very least, she will appreciate your thoughtfulness.

Good luck,
-Arista K.

Dear Arista,
Do you know any good pick up lines?

-Ray and Silent SlobThis space donated by The Tech

http://events.mlt.edu
http://<http://mit.edu/career/INWW/gradworkshops.html>.
http://mit.edu/mta/www/music/resources/morlot.htrnl.
mailto:<AristaK@mit.edu>,
http://<http://web.mit.edu/career/www/Ercw.htm
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dents face time with staff.
IT: So how often do you get out of your

office in the Health Education Department?
Kirkbride: Every day. I've been to UA and

GSC meetings, [dorm and student group
events], etc. I still want to go to every living
group at MIT. I want students to see me as a
resource. I'm available on Mondays and
Wednesdays to talk to groups.

IT: With the weight of the requirements of
the mental health task f~rce, do you find your
job stressful?

Kirkbride: I take my stewardship role very
seriously. I'm not scared ... [but] I believe lives
are at stake in the decisions that we make.

IT: Has MIT put you in charge of the stu-
dent ambulance service?

Kirkbride: Yes. I'm the medical liaison.
This is a pilot program, so the police still hold
the EMT license. We're working to deliver the
lic.ense to us. [The students] are professional
and well prepared.

IT: What is your favorite ice cream flavor?
Kirkbride: Ben and Jerry's Chocolate Chip

Cookie Dough. I know it's the world's most
popular flavor, but it's pretty good.

story, but an interesting one
IT: What do you see as the most important

problem that MIT Medical must address?
Kirkbride: In the next year, that would be

improving the credibility that MIT Medical
has. Students need to trust the medical depart-
ment.

TT: What do you think MIT sees as the
most important problem MIT Medical must
address?

Kirkbride: I think that they think we are
moving in the right direction to become more
integrated and having a plan that puts students
first.

TT: How have your first two months been?
Kirkbride: Exciting and challenging.

Everyone has been very welcoming, and it was
a well planned position from which I've been
able to make progress.

IT: Has your role become more defined in
the past two months?

Kirkbride: I hope so. It is defined inside
MIT Medical. People will contact me about
campus life. I'm working on a process of
teaming with student leaders so people know
to call me. I'm also working on getting stu-

IT: Have you always been in Boston?
Kirkbride: I was born in West Medford, but

grew up in New Jersey.
TT: What are some of the differences

between managing the community health of a
city and managing that of a campus?

Kirkbride: MIT is a much more complicat-
ed community. There are other differences. I
think the asset of having the students is one. In
low income neighborhoods, my assistants did-
n't have the resources, and I had to do most of
the leg work. Now they can do it. Plus the
intellectual stimulation is wonderful.

TT: What was the oddest medical call
you've had?

Kirkbride: [At the Dorchester Community
Health Center], we had a guy who came in
with a pet iguana on his shoulder and refused
to leave. He was something of a repeat cus-
tomer. I recently heard that his iguana died.

When I was 'at Boston City Hospital, now
Boston Medical Center, it was during the
vicious gang wars that Boston had. We often
had rival gang members in beds next to each .
other, and we had quite a bit of trouble when
their friends came in. I guess that's not an odd

Campus Profile-Maryanne Kirkbride
Kirkbride settles in to new position as MIT Medicalls Clincal Director for Campus Life

By Brian Loux
NEWSEDlTOR

In August, Maryanne Kirkbride began her
job as the MIT Medical Department s new
Clinical Director for Campus Life. This posi-
tion was newly created this year. As Clinical
Director for Campus Life, Kirkbride acts as a
liaison between MIT Medical and students,
faculty, staff and administrators within the
MIT community. She is also in charge of MIT
Medical s Health Education Service.

The Tech: What degrees do you hold?
Maryanne Kirkbride: Well, I have a bache-

lor's degree in Mechanical Engineering. I am
also a registered nurse. I have a combined
MBA and a Masters of nursing.

TT: You used to work at the Dorchester
Community Health Center. How did you find
Dorchester?

Kirkbride: It is big. If it wasn't, part of
Boston, it'd be the third largest city in Massa-
chusetts. So it's diverse and full of hardwork-
ing creative people from 50 to 60 different
countries. It is very similar to here, in that it
there are many small communities inside a
large one .

"rLINE <join@the-tech. mit. edu>

Combat Tested.
Limited compatible surfaces

Unfortunately, I fo~d that only a few sur-
faces actually pr04uce sound of any reason-
able quality. This is not to say that the device
wouldn't be of any use to you, but you should
realize that sticking it on a window (as would
be everyone's first thought) doesn't work as
well as you might hope. And while the battery
life isn't horrible, it could definitely use some
work or other options from the manufacturer.

I could see this device as definitely having
a use for someone that needs to play radio
quality music for small to medium sized
groups and can't lug around speakers with
enclosures, etc. If you get this device and plan
to U3e it for something other than a paper-
weight, you should definitely invest in some
rechargeable batteries.

This product is still new, and I believe the
company still has a bit of fine tuning to do.
You can find more information at
<http://www.soundbug-us.com>.It.s available
for $50 from the aforementioned Web site, or
through the merchants listed.

Product not so hot
When I played music through the device, I

noticed some fuzz on the higher frequency
sections. This generally didn't make a differ-
ence in my musical selections (they have a fair
amount of distortion, etc.), but you should,
definitely take that into account before open-
ing your wallet for this product. The suction
cup is good quality and has a locking mecha-
nism, but once it got a bit dirty, listening ses-

Trying out tbe Soundbug
When I first got my Olympia Soundbug, I

immediately hooked up the device to my lap-
top and tried playing music. I stuck the
Soundbug on a window (as pictured in the
advertisements). I was impressed with how
bad the music sounded.

Using the device on the double pane win-
dows in my apartment resulted in weird arti-
facts such as echoes and strange resonances.
Right off the bat I was very unimpressed with
the performance of the device.

Next I tried my metal toolbox. The sound
was a little better, but the resonance problem
was still really bad. I went around sticking the
Soundbug on everything from a lava lamp to a
TV (very trippy). In almost all cases, the
sound was of poor quality because of the
properties of what I stuck the unit on.

Finally, I stuck it onto the kitchen cabinet.
Amazingly enough, the sound was, somewhat
decent. After trying a lot of surfaces, it seems
that wood (or probably any other dense sur-
face) works best. The bandwidth of the device
(8kHz) seemed to be eclipsed by the acousti-
cal properties of the material it was placed on.

.Gadget Review
Olympia Soundbug not a sound investment

By Kallas Narendran sions turned into drop tests (where the device
STAFF WRITER. performed pretty well). Those problems could

When ~s a speaker not a speaker? If you easily be solved with a bit of cleaning. On top
answered "When it's an orator," you're wrong. everything, the battery life is pretty bad.
The answer is'''When it's the Olympia Sound- The device is about the size of a small flip
bug." This new device from Wave Industries top cell phone. The majority of the volume
uses a high bandwidth, linear actuator straight seems to be consumed by the batteries. One
out of Iowa to converr'any hard, smooth sur- nice feature is that it automatically powers
face into a sounding board .. down if there is no signal coming in, helping'

The heart of the technology is a material to conserve battery life.
called Terfenol-D. This .material seems to be . '.
similarf~piez(jelech:i~lelemenfs':' h" :.'-3r: ""; '. c' ~en~d(fyouluse i.t?: ' ,.,::".:: r

When it is placed in an appropriate' . Regardless of these good intentions,
mechanical housing, electrical signals are spending about 10 percent of the cost of this
transduced to low displacement, high force device every four hours is pretty ridiculous. I
movement. This actuator is used to replace the understand portability is a desired aspect of
voide 20iJ found in a traditional speaker .. the device, but I don't think the option of

The .0!YWp"ia Soundbug departs from the external power should have been el!minated
standard speaker model at this point. This lin- entirely. If this device had an AC option, I
ear motion, rather than driving a speaker cone, could see sticking it, say, under a desk and
is used to vibrate a suction cup attached to it. having a totally hidden music source.
Rather than listening to the sound out of a sin- That brings me to the next question: when
gle cone source, the device vibrates the sur- do you use it?
face it is attached to, radiating sound. My first thought was to use the device as

speakers for my laptop. The quality of sound,
however, is slightly better through my laptop
speakers, so that doesn't really work (and why
carry around more stuff with a laptop?).

Given an appropriate surface, the Sound-
bug could be useful in a presentation scenario
when you need more volume than the laptop
speakers can produce. It could also be used in
a similar situation with music from a portable
device such as a Walkman, etc.

The bottom line is that what you attach this
device to is critical to what you get out (not a
surprise), and the battery life is marginal.

I \ \ \ ;. l \ \ \ , , , \ , , , \ \ \ , \

\, \ \ \ \ \ \ , \ \ \ \ \ \ \

http://<http://www.soundbug-us.com>.It.s
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Scullers Jazz Club
DoubleTree Guest Suites, 400 Sol-

diers Field Rd., Boston, 617-562-
4111. <http://wwW;scullerjazz.co
m>. Call for schedule.

Andre Previn guest conducts the
BSO in Haydn's Symphony No. 103,
Mozart's Sinfonia Concertante, and
Beethoven's Symphony No.7. Per-
formances on Oct. 24 (10:30 a.m.,
8 p.m.), Oct. 25 (8 p.m.), Oct. 29 (8
p.m.). Special concert with Anne
Sophie Mutter presenting
Beethoven's Symphony No.7 and
Previn's Violin Concerto on Oct. 26
(8 p.m.).

Blues
Nov. 19: Pierre Hurel Trio
Nov. 20: Natraj
Nov. 21: Sherman Irby trio
Nov. 22: Luciana Souza, Romero

Lubambo
Nov. 23: Donna Byrne Quintet
Dec. 26-29: Chick Corea New Trio

Classical Music

Ryles Jazz Club
212 Hampshire St., Cambridge,

MA. 617-876.9330
Venue has two floors. Upsairs
(U), Downstairs (D)

<http://rylesjazz.com>

Boston Symphony Orchestra
Tickets: 617-266-1492.
Performances at Symphony Hall,
301 Massachusetts Ave., Boston,
unless otherwise noted. Student
rush tickets, if available, can be
obtained at 5 p.m. on,the day of the
concert (one ticket per person).
<http://www.bso.org>

Oct. 25-26: Oleta Adams
Oct. 29-30: Rick Braun, Kirk

Whalum
Oct. 31 - Nov. 1: Nicholas Payton

Quintet
Nov. 5: Norman Hedman's Tropique
Nov. 6: Karrin Allyson
Nov. 7: Patti Austin
Nov. 8-9: Freddy Cole Quartet
Nov. 12: Tiemey Sutton
Nov. 13-14: Tower of Power
Nov. 15: Richie Havens
Nov. 16-17: Sergio Mendez
Nov. 19: Terri Lyne Carrington
Nov. 20: Euge Groove
Nov. 21-22: Diane Schuur
Nov. 23: Eliane Elias
Nov. 26: Carol O'Shaughnessy
Nov. 29-30: Monty Alexander, Rus-

sel Malone, John Clayton

Oct. 26: Rava Orchestra
Oct. 27: Amazon Poetry Slam
Oct. 29: Bruce Bartlett Trio
Oct. 30: Marta Gomez
Oct. 31: Brian Kelley's Social Lubri-

cation (D), Temporada Latina (U)
Nov. 1: Rick DellaRatta Trio
Nov. 2: John Payne Battle of the

Student Bands
Nov. 3: Los Changos
Nov. 6: Greg Hopkins Quintet
Nov. 7: Black Sea Salsa Band

Previn rounds up his time with the
BSO with pianist Jean.Yves
Thibaudet. The program includes
Copland's Suite from Appalachian
Spring, Ravel's Piano Concerto in D,
and Shostakovich's Symphony No.
6. Performances are Oct. 30 (7:30
p.m.), Oct. 31 (8 p.m.), Nov. 1
(1:30 p.m.) and Nov. 2 (8 p.m.).

- Nov. 8: Jeff Stout/Debby Larkin
Nov. 12: John Payne Sax Choir
Nov. 13: Giana
Nov. 15: Ryles Jazz Orchestra -.,:"
Nov. 21: Hillary Noble
Nov. 23: Ken Clark Organ TriO

~ ? II t.. t""'c;'",

i:i-. ~~

Worcester Palladium
261 Main St., Worcester, MA. 617-

797-2000
<http://www.thepallaeJium.com>

Nov. 1: Helicopter Helicopter
Nov. 2: The Warlocks
Nov. 3: Pedro the Lion
Nov. 4: Imperial Teen
Nov. 5: Mountain Goat, John Van-

derslice, The Baptist Generals
Nov. 6: Gogogo Airheart
Nov. 7: Tahiti 80, Paula Kelley
Nov. 8: The Kickovers, Longwave
Nov. 9: Add n to (x)
Nov. 10: Radio 4, VHS or Beta
Nov. 11: The Shining
Nov. 12: Clones Don't Have Belly-

buttons
Nov. 13: Redshift 6, Famous
Nov. 15: The Pills
Nov. 16: Mistle Thrush
Nov. 23: Superdrag

Jazz
Regattabar
1 Bennett St., Cambridge, MA. 617-
662-5000, <http://www.
regattabar.com> Usually two shows
nightly, call for details.

Oct. 28: American Idol Tour
Dec. 22: Boston Pops Holiday Con.

cert

Oct. 26: Mushroomhead
Oct. 29: Jurassic 5
Oct. 30: Arch Enemy
Oct. 31: Mighty Mighty Bosstones
Nov. 1: New Found Glory
Nov. 2: Mudvayne
Nov. 3: Kinosian
Nov. 4: Box Car Racer
Nov. 9: Gwar, Clutch
Nov. 27: Saves the Day

Worcester's Centrum Centre
50 Foster St., Worcester, MA. 508-

755-6800
<http://www.centrumcentre.com>

Oct. 25: Jose De Santos Ramenco
Trio

Oct. 26: Patrice Williamson Group
Oct. 29: Paul 1m and Remember

Rockefeller
Oct. 30: Gargonz
Oct. 31 - Nov. 1: Max Roach Quar-

tet
Nov. 6: Greg Burk Trio
Nov. 7-9: Pat Martino/Gil Goldstein

Duo
Nov. 12: Cercie Miller Quintet
Nov. 13: Mili Bermejo/George

Schuller Octet
Nov. 14: Nando Michelin Brazilian

Project
Nov. 15: David Maxwell's Maximum

Tsongas Arena
300 Arcand Dr., Lowell, MA. 978-

848-6900.

The Roxy
279 Tremont St., Boston, MA. 617-
931-2000

Oct. 25-26: Addison Groove Project
Oct. 27: Brad
Oct. 28: "Live Phish Official CD

Release Party"
Oct. 29: Calexico
Oct. 30: Strangefolk
Oct. 31: Lifoween, Mr. Lit
Nov. 1: Yohimbe Brothers
Nov. 2: Ben Kweller
Nov. 3: Porcupine Tree
Nov. 4: The Soundtrack of Our

Lives, Cato Salsa Experience"
Nov. 5: Particle
Nov. 6: Virginia Coalition
Nov. 7: Jump Little Children, Carbon

Leaf
Nov. 8: Lamb Chop
Nov. 9: Amon Tobin
Nov. 10: Fountains of Wayne, OK

GO
Nov. 12: Ozomatli
Nov. 14: Luciano
Nov. 15: Rhett Miller
Nov. 16: The Blasters
Nov. 17: The Samples
Nov. 19: Josh Joplin, Peter Stuart
Nov. 21: John Brown's Body
Nov. 29: Deep Banana Blackout
Nov. 30: The Push Stars

Oct. 28: Rogging Molly, Andrew WK
Nov. 17: Galactic, North Mississippi

Allstars

Oct. 28: Tool, Meshuggah
Oct. 29: Mana
Nov. 15: Counting Crows, Uncle

Kracker
Nov. 19: Tori Amos, Howie Day
Nov. 29: JoDee Messina
Dec. 11: KISS 108 Jingle Ball with

Nelly, Kylie Minogue, O-Town,
Destiny's Child

IT The Bear's
10 Brookline St., Cambridge, MA.

617-931-2000.
<http://www.ttthebears.com>

Oct. 25: Immortal Lee County
Killers, Modey Lemon

Oct. 26: The So and So's (Megan
Toohey), Rilo Kiley, Arlo

Oct. 27: Explosions in the Sky
Oct. 28: From Russia - Chizh Fest
Oct. 29: Sing-Sing, Venus Hum
Oct. 30: Bob Mould, Chris Brokaw
Oct. 31: The Music (UK)

Ticketmaster: 617-931-2787.
Venue has two floors. Upsairs (U),

Downstairs (D)
<http://www.mideastclub.com>

Oct. 25: Atmosphere
Oct. 26: Antibalas Afrobeat Orches-

tra
Oct. 27: Collapse Into Reason,

Incus. One of Us
Oct. 28: Mia Doi todd
Oct. 29: Keelhaul. 5ive
Oct. 30: Von Bondies, The Kills.

Secret Channel
Oct. 31-Nov.2: Reverend Horton

Heat (nightly genre varies)
Nov. 3: The Red Elvises, Tyler

Street
Nov. 4: Factory Night
Nov. 5: Rasputina, Reverend Glass-

eye. Ruttr
Nov. 6: Pinetop Seven (U)
Nov. 7: The Donnas, Your Enimies

Friends
Nov. 8: Lali Puna. Opiate
Nov. 9: Quintaine America
Nov. 10: Sorry Charlier
Nov. 11: Thalia Zedek (Free)
Nov. 14: Luna
Nov. 15: Cinematic Orchestra
Nov. 16: Leningrad
Nov. 17: My Life
Nov. 21: Rickerstick
Nov. 24: Planet X

Oct. 25: Shedaisy
Oct. 28: Beck & The Raming Lips
Oct. 31: Alice Cooper
Nov. 1: The Disco Biscuits
Nov. 9: Jim Norton
Nov. 11: Joe Cocker
Nov. 14: Jack Johnson (sold out)
Dec. 5: Guster
Dec. 6: Martin Sexton
Dec. 14: Jon Stewart

Orpheum Theatre
1 Hamilton PI., Boston. MA. 617-
679-0810

LOOKING FOR LOVE
Catch the Huntington Theatre Company's latest
production, Marty, In Its first week at the Boston
University Theatre. Based on the Academy
Award-winning movie of the same name, Marty
stars John C. Reilly, whom you might remember
from Boogie Nights, Magnolia, and The Perfect
S.to,m. It's the story of a B~oklyn guy who Is
simply on the prowl for some loving, If he can
prevent his friends and family from getting in the
way. Marty runs through Nov. 24. There Is a st~
dent matinee on Thursday, Nov. 21 at 10 a.m,
and rush tickets are granted two hours before
each perfonnance for students at a price of $12.
For more information, consult
<hftp://www.huntingtontheatre.orp.

FleetCenter
One ReetCenter. Boston, MA. 617-
931-2787

Send submissions to ott@the-tech.mlt.edu or by Interdepartmental mall to "On The Town," The Tech, W20-483.

ciub Passim
47 Palmer St, Cambridge, MA. 617-

492-7679
Tuesdays: Open Mic at 8 p.m. (sign
up at 7:30). $5. See
<http://www.clubpassim.com> for
complete schedule

A vveekly guide to the arts in Boston
Oct:ober 25 - 31

Compiled by Devdoot: Majumdar

Oct. 25: Paul Rishell. Annie Raines
Oct. 26: Don White, Kenny White
Oct. 27: Hanneke Cassel
Oct. 28: Bob Dylan Tribute
Oct. 30: Kelly Donovan & Dancers:

"Changing Skin"
Oct. 31: Andrew Kerr
Nov. 1: Carrie Newcomer
Nov. 2: Valerie & Walter Crockett
Nov. 3: Mary McCaslin
Nov. 7: Maria Sangiolo
Nov. 8: David Mallett
Nov. 9: Tish Hinojosa
Nov. 15: Deb Talan
Dec. 5: Stephen Kellogg
Dec. 7: Sam Shaber
Dec. 11: Rose Polenzani
Dec. 14: Jim's Big Ego

Oct. 27: Monster Jam 2002:
P.Diddy, Eve. Jay l. Ludacris,
Nappy Roots

Oct. 28: Rush
Nov. 3: Cher. Cyndi Lauper
Nov. 16: Bob Dylan
Nov. 18-19: The Other Ones, Robert

Hunter
Nov. 25: Peter Gabriel
Nov. 30: Shakira
Dec. 2: Guns N' Roses
Dec. 14: Tom Petty and the Heart-

breakers
Dec. 15: Julie Andrews. Christopher

Plummer
Jan. 12: The Rolling Stones

The Middle East
Central Square, 617-354-8238

Oct. 25: Big D and the Kids Table
Oct. 26: Snapcase. Boy Sets Fire
Oct. 30: Cali Comm 2002 Tour: Del

the Funky Homosapien
Nov. 2: Nonpoint
Nov. 3: Relient K
Nov. 12: Kottonmouth Kings, Mix

Mob
Nov. 14: Theivery Corporation
Nov. 15: Saliva
Nov. 19: The Ataris. Sugarcult

8erldee Perlonnance Center
Berklee College of Music, 1140
Boylston St., Boston, MA.
Free student recitals and faculty
concerts, 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. some
weekdays. For info on these con-
certs. call the Performance Informa-
tion Line at 617-266-2261.

Popular Music

Kanna Club
9 Lansdowne St., 617-421-9595
Sundays: 'Current dance favorites"

by guest DJs. Cover varies.
Tuesdays: Phatt Tuesdays. With

Bill's Bar, modern dance music.
$10.

Wednesdays: STP. Gay-friendly,
house. $15. 21+.

Thursdays: Groove Factor. House.
Fridays: Spin cycle. Prog. house.

19+.
Saturdays: Elements of Life. Inter-

national House. $15.

Oct. 25: Herbie Hancock
Nov. 20: Branford Marsalis
Dec. 13: Charlie Haden

Bill's Bar
5.5 Lansdowne St., Boston. MA.
617-421-9678

Oct. 25: Violent Femmes
Oct. 27: Shedaisy
Nov. 3: Sigur Ros, Amina
Nov. 5: Jerry Cantrell
Nov. 13: Les Claypool Frog Brigade
Nov. 16: Cowboy Mouth
Nov. 20: Sevendust, 30 Seconds to

Mars, Cinder
Nov. 21: Blondie
Nov. 22: Ani Difranco
Nov. 23: Beenie Man
Nov. 27: Frank Black and the

Catholics, The Bennies
Dec. 2: The Wallflowers, Ours
Dec. 6: Melissa Ferrick, Pamela

Means

Avalon
15 Lansdowne St.. Boston, MA.
617-262-2424

Axis
13 Lansdowne St., 617-262-2437
Sundays: See Avalon below.
Mondays: Static. Gay, casual dress.

$5,18+.
Thursdays: Chrome/Skybar. Pro-

gressive house, soul, disco:
dress code.$10, 19+: $8, 21+.

Fridays: Avalandx, with Avalon.
Saturdays: X-night (rock, alternative,

techno, hip-hOp) downstairs and
Move (techno) upstairs.

Avalon
15 Lansdowne St .. 617-262-2424
Sundays: Gay Night (with Axis on

long weekends). Featuring hard-
core house and techno. $10,
21+.

Thursdays: Intemational Night. Euro-
house. $10. 19+.

Fridays: Avalandx. with Axis. House.
$15,19+.

Saturdays: Downtown. Modern
house, club classics, and Top 40
hits. $15. 21+.

CluDS

ManRay
21 Brookline St.. Cambridge. 617-
864-0400
Wednesdays: Curses. Goth. Appro-

priate dress required. $5. 19+:
$3,21+.

Thursdays: Campus. Popular tunes,
House. Gay, casual dress. $10,
19+: $8. 21+.

Fridays: Fantasy Factory (First and
third Friday of the month. Fea-
tures kinky fetishes and industri-
al music.) Hell Night (every sec-
ond Friday.) 19+. Includes Goth
music. Ooze (the last Friday of
the month.) $10. 21+. Reduced
prices for those wearing fetish
gear.

Saturdays: Liquid. Disco/house and
New Wave. $15.19+: $10, 21+.

Axis
13 Lansdowne St.. Boston. MA.
617-262-2437

Oct. 25: Redletter, Loveless
Oct. 28: The Joggers, No Luck at All
Oct. 30: Scarrie's Birthday Bash
Oct. 31: Stymie
Nov. 4: Panda Squad. Roxie
Nov. 6: The Tourist
Nov. 11: Purity's Failure
Nov. 14: God Boxer
Nov. 15: Led Zep II, All the Queen's

Men, Dresden Dolls
Nov. 21: Kingsize

http://<http://wwW;scullerjazz.co
http://<http://rylesjazz.com>
http://<http://www.bso.org>
http://<http://www.thepallaeJium.com>
http://<http://www.centrumcentre.com>
http://<http://www.ttthebears.com>
http://<http://www.mideastclub.com>
http://<hftp://www.huntingtontheatre.orp.
mailto:ott@the-tech.mlt.edu
http://<http://www.clubpassim.com>
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Wednesday, October 30th, 6:00 p.m., NE43-518

253-1541

Call The Tech's
news hotline:

You can report on campus
news too!

M by Fritz Lang (1931. German with
English Subtitles). October 2, 7
p.m.
The Emperor of California (1936,
German with English subtitles).
Directed by Luis Trenker - a film
originally banned both by the Amer-
icans and Russians after World
War II. The film is .an allegory
about a European revolutionary
who flees to America ;n 1834,
where he becomes the leader of
an immigrant community and later
gains power as a US senator and
army general before he is finally
brought down. Screens October 28
(9 p.m.)
Oct 29: Bashu (7 p.m.), Madam
Hado and Zan Bako (9:15 p.m.)
Oct. 30: The Eye above the Well (7
p.m.), The Cora Player (9 p.m.),
Buud Yam (9 p.m.).
Oct. 31: Rosemary's Baby (7 p.m.)

tudes Cinematographiques. He is
known for his amalgam of unique
storytelling and cinematic lan-
guage:
A Tree CaJled Karite and Went
Kuuni (God's Gift), Oct. 25 (7 p.m.),
Oct. 26 (9 p.m.)
Madame Hado and Zan Boko
(Homeland), Oct. 25 (9 p.m.), Oct.
29 (9:15 p.m.)
Roger. Civil Servant and Rabi and
Chronicle of a Declared Failure, Oct.
26 (7 p.m.)
The Cora Player and Buud Yam,
Oct. 27 (7 p.m.), Oct. 30 (9:15
p.m.)

BOOSLER IN. BOSTON
Comedienne Elayne Boosler comes to the Come-
~dY,Connectlon this weekend., Boosler brings to
the stage a good two decades of stand-up, seven
cable specials, and a long history of writing
evemhlng witty. that Barbara Streisand ever
said: pretty much. She'll be at the Comedy Con-
nection in Faneuil Hall on Friday (10:15 p.m.,
$25) and Saturday (8 p.m., $29).night.

Nov. 8: Films from Iran: The Legend
of Love (5:45 p.m.), Films from
Iran: A House Built on Water
(7:30 p.m.)

Harvard Rim Archive
465 Huntington Ave., Boston. (617-
267-9300), Mon.-Tues., 10
a.m.-4:45 p.m.; check <http://
www.harvardfi/marchive.org> for
more details.

For further listings, check
<http://www.mfa.orgjfilmj>

Films of Gaston Kabore will be
shown at the HFA. Kabore, recipi-
ent of the Genevieve Mcmillan and
Reba Steward Fellowship for Dis-
tinguished Filmmaking, is' a
teacher at the Institut African d'E-

Museum of Science
Science Park, Boston. (617-723-
2500), Daily, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Fri.,
9 a.m.-9 p.m.; Sat.-Sun., 9
a.m.-5 p.m. Admission free with
MIT ID, otherwise $9, $7 for chil-
dren 3-14 and seniors. The Muse-
um features the theater of electric-
ity (with indoor
thunder-andlightning shows daily)
and more than 600 hands-on
exhibits. Admission to Omni,
laser, and planetarium shows is
$7.50, $5.50 for children and
seniors.

Other

The MIT-Microsoft Alliance

MFA Film Showings:
Oct. 25: Siddartha (6 p.m.), World's

Best TV Ads: -British Advertising
films of 2001 (8 p.m.)

Oct. 26: Siddartha (11 a.m.),
World's Best TV Ads: British
Advertising Films of 2001 (1
p.m.), Sadko (3:15 p.m.), Sneak
Preview: Frida (7 p.m.)

Oct. 27: Director Dylan Kidd with
Roger Dodger (7 p.m.)

Oct. 31: British Advertising (6 p.m.),
Films by Ptushko Viy (8 p.m.)

Nov. 1: British Advertising (6 p.m.),
Films from Iran: I am Taraneh, 15
(8 p.m.)

Nov. 2: British ... (11 a.m.), Films
from Iran: Yad-o-yadegar (12:45
p.m.), Films from Iran: Iranian
Spread (2:30 p.m.)

Nov. 3: Friend of Sneak Preview: Far
From Heaven (6:30 p.m.)

Nov. 7: New England Film Artists:
Occupation (5:30 p.m.), Boston
Jewish Film Festival: God is
Great, I'm Not (7:30 p.m.)

Museum of Fine Arts
465 Huntington Ave., Boston.
(617-267-9300), Mon.-Tues., 10
a.m.-4:45 p.m.; Wed., 10
a.m.-9:45 p.m.; Thurs.-Fri., 10
a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat.-Sun., 10
a.m.-5:45 p.m. West Wing open
Thurs.-Fri. until 9:45 p.m. Admis-
sion free with MIT ID.
Currently on exhibit until Oct. 20 is
"Jasper Johns to Jeff Koons: Four
Decades of Art from the Broad Col-
lections: an exploration of contem-
porary artists ranging from those
named above to Warhol to lichten-
stein.

Isabella Stewart Garrkrer Museum
280 The Fenway, Boston. (617-
566-1401), TueS.-Sun. 11 a.m.-5
p.m. Admission $10 ($11 on
weekends), $7 for seniors, $5 for
students with ID ($3 on Wed.),
free for children under 18. The
museum, built in the style of a
15th-century Venetian palace,
houses more than 2,500 art
objects. with emphasis on Italian
Renaissance and 17th-century
Dutch works. Among the highlights
are works by Rembrandt, Botticel-
Ii, Raphael, Titian, and Whistler.
Guided tours given Fridays at 2:30
p.m.

Exhibits

Thursday, at 7 and 10 p.m. on Fri-
day and Saturday, and at 3 and 6
p.m. on Sunday. Tickets $35 to
$45. Call 617-426-6912 for tickets
and information on how to see the
show for free by ushering.

Comedy Connection
Mon.-Wed. at 8 p.m.: Thurs. 8:30
p.m.; Fri. and Sat. 8 p.m., 10:15
p.m.; Sun. 7 p.m. The oldest come-
dy club in Boston. At 245 Quincy
Market Place, Faneuil Hall, Upper
Rotunda, Boston. Admission
$8-20. Call 617-248-9700 or visit
<http://www. comedyconnection-
boston.com>.
Oct. 25-26: Elayne Boosler
Oct. 26-27: Arnez J.
Nov. 1-2 Brian Dunkleman
Nov. 8: John Valby
Nov. 15-16: Robert Schimmel

Smelling a Rat (Nov. 10)
Nora Theatre Company premieres
Mike Leigh's 1999 play. At the
Boston Playwright's Theatre, 949
Commonwealth Ave, Boston. For
more information, call 617-491-
2026, tickets $25. "Pay what you
can at the Oct. 26 Matinee and Oct.
31 evening performance. "

Medea (Oct. 27)
Dublin's Abbey Theatre presents
the epic tragedy that is Euipedes'
Medea. Presented by Broadway ;n
Boston at the Wilbur Theatre. Tick-
ets range from $47 - $67.

Our Town (Nov. 17)
Boston Theatre Works presents
Thornton Wilder's Pulitzer Prize Win-
ning play about "birth, love, mar-
riage, and death in early 20th cen-
tury New England." Playing at the
Tremont Theatre, 276 Tremont
Street, Boston. For more informa-
tion, call 617-939-9939, tickets
$20 (students) - $25.

Blue Man Group (Ongoing)
Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton
Street, Boston, indefinitely. Curtain
is at 8 p.m. on Wednesday and

Spinning Into Butter (Oct. 19)
A racist incident on a Vermont cam-
pus sends the all white faculty into
a tailspin. Presented at the Theatre
Cooperative, 277 Broadway,
Somerville. 617-625-1300. Tickets
$15 to $20.

BU grad and Boston producer
Stwear Lane brings this musical to
the Lyrics Stage Company of
Boston. When a bunch of folks from
different backgrounds "get a two-
week gig in the Catskills, they shed
their ordinary lives and begin an
adventure that reveals truths about
friendship, the joy of music, and the
importance of dreams." Lyric Stage
Compnay, 140 Clarendon S1.,
Boston. For more information, call
617-437-7172, tickets $22-38.

Hedwig and the Angry Inch (Oct.
31)
Oh yes, the movie of international
renown has it the stage with flying
colors. Playing at the Institute of
Contemporary Art through Oct. 31.
Curtain at 8 p.m., tickets $20. 617-
423-NEXT.

Marty (Nov. 24)
A "touching, exuberant new musi-
cal" based on the Academy Award-

, winning film, Marty. The latest pro-
duction from the reputed
Huntington Theatre Company, Marty
is the story of a guy who's having a
bit of trouble finding love. An added
bonus, though, is the guy searching
is John C. Reilly, who made a name
for himself through his roles In Boo-
gie Nights, Magnolia, and The Thin
Red Line. At the BU Theatre, 264
Huntington Ave, Boston. For more
information, call 617-266-0800,
tickets $12-67.

iCampus Student Call for Proposals, Winter-Spring 2003
Informational meeting: Wednesday, October 30th, 6:00 p.m., NE43-518

Deadline for submission: November 15, 2002 .

~ ~

~~

.iCampus hll:sawarded $900,000 to student projects in the past few years.
iCampus student projects are ambitious, innovative effor~s--designed and carried out

by MIT graduate and/or undergraduate students--that demonstrate t~e use of
information technology to enhance MIT education, improve the quality of MIT student

life, or make an impact on the world at large. To learn more, see the
iCampus web site: http://icampus.mit.edu.

For proposal criteria and information
on submitting proposals, see the
iCampus web site: http://icampus.mit.edu.

Oct. 25-27: Paul Taylor Dance Co.
Nov. 9: Julliard String Quartet
Nov. 10: Boston Camerata
Nov. 14: American Ballet Theatre
Nov. 17: Pittsburgh Symphony

Orchestra, Masiss Jansons
Nov. 22: Robert Kapilow, Juith Blaz-

er: What Makes it Great?
Nov. 24: Itzhak Perlman
Dec. 1: Daniel Barenboim
Dec. 6-7: Vienna Choir Boys
Dec. 14: The Polar Express

Learn about iCampus Student Project Grants!

College Card honored Wednesday,
Oct ..3D (7:30 p.m., rehearsal).

Drawing for a free XBOX!

Reetboston Celebrity Series
20 Park Plaza, Suite 1032, Boston,
MA 02116.617-482-2595. Venues
val}' by concert, consult website for
further details,
<http://www.celebrityseris.org>

Theater
Bat Boy: The Musical (Oct. 26)
A story about "the alleged discovery
of a child - half man, half bat - in
a West Virgina cave" finally comes
to Boston in this production by the
SpeakEasy Stage Company. Boston
Center for the Arts, 539 Tremont
Street, Boston, 617-426-2787.
Runs through Oct. 26, tickets range
from $15 rush (one hour before per-
formance) to $31.

http://www.harvardfi/marchive.org>
http://<http://www.mfa.orgjfilmj>
http://icampus.mit.edu.
http://icampus.mit.edu.
http://<http://www.celebrityseris.org>
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MIT Media Lab Drafts Plan for Branch inAustralia

Our Town

FREE TICKETS FOR
MIT STUDENTS ONLY

The Council for the Arts
offers

Boston Theater Works'
production of

Thornton Wilder's

ning around in all directions."
"The focus of Media Lab Asia is

sustainable development, which is
distinct from the objectives of the
other Media Labs," Pentland said,
"[Media Lab Asia] is a completely
different animal. We develop tech-
nology that have more applicability
in rural areas."

"We are in the glorious honey-
moon phase," Pentland said of
Media Lab Asia. "There are occa-
sional individuals that are unhappy,
but I would not call it tension. Star-
tups always have bumps," he added.

"The research program in India
is just beginning, and nowhere near
completion," Bender said. "It is
going well, with no funding prob-
lems." .

In reference to the slowdown in
construction back home, Pentland
expressed little concern.

"We are not growing as fast as we
were, but we are not near bankrupt-
cy," he said. "We are doing a whole
lot better than the stock market."

The Media Lab also has a
research partner in Ireland, Media
Lab Europe, which opened in 2000.

Other labs face hurdles
Currently, the construction on

extending the media lab building at
MIT has terminated temporarily.
"The expansion to the Media Lab
here in Cambridge has halted due to
funding shortages, but there is no
reason why plans of expanding the
Media Lab elsewhere should stop,"
Bender said.

In addition, Media Lab Asia,
which officially began operations in
early 2002, has its first laboratories
set in India.

"Right now, we have research
labs at five universities in India, but
plan to expand to other Asian coun-
tries," said Director of Research of
Media Lab Asia Alex P. Pentland.

"Countries that have expressed
interest include China, Thailand,
Malaysia, and Singapore," Pentland
added, "There is only preliminary
discussion in expanding to these
countries, it is too, early to go run-

the Media Lab, is one of the individ-
uals engaged in the discussion with
the Australians. He could not be
reached for comment.

the Australian side are similar.
"There have been discussions about
establishing a media research center
in Australia that would be in part-
nership with the Media Lab," said
Colin Griffih, Director of Multime-
dia and Electronic Services at the
New South Wales Department of
Information Technology and Man-
agement in Australia.

"However, we are not proposing
to release a statement to the media
for another one to two months,
when there would be something to
talk about," Griffth said. "It is really
premature right now to say more."

Griffth said the Media Lab was
appoached because "the consortium,
which represents people from uni-
versities, industries, and the govern-
ment, is interested in partnerships
with top research organizations, and
recognizes the MIT Media Lab as
one of these organizations."

"We don't fund the lab there, but
rather just collaborate with it. If the
lab happens, they [the Australians]
would build it," Bender said.

Professor Barry Vercoe, of the
Music, Mind, and Machine group at

OrganiZers Cancel 'Day of Chaos'
Janitors, from Page I .

lishing an affiliated research center.
"The interest in Australia is

coming from a group that is interest-
ed in both engineering and the arts,"
Bender said. "This is not unheard
of, but is an unusual combination
that is very attractive to us."

"There is a very strong art indus-
try there, and we can learn a lot," he
added. "It is not yet appropriate to
release specific names of members in
the Australian group, because negoti-
ations are still in the early stages."

Australians eager about new lab
Sentiments about the issue on

By Vicky Hsu
STAFF REPORTER

Despite funding shortages in
Cambridge, the MIT Media Labora-
tory is in the process of branching
out to its fourth continent: Australia.

"We are always looking to
expand," said Walter R. Bender,
Executive Director of the MIT
Media Lab. "We want to be in
places different than here."

"It is more pull rather than push.
We get contacted by interested par-
ties and talks get underway," Bender
said of why Australia was chosen as
the next possible location for estab-

Monday, October 28 at 7:00pm
Tremont Theater

276 Tremont Street

**************************************

The Cantata Singers
presents
Haydn's

The Creation

Sunday, November 10 af 3:00pm
Jordan Hall at NEC,

30 Gainsborough Street, Boston

Pre-concert lecture by Craig Smith,
Artistic Director of Emmanuel Music

at 1:45pm

*************************************************
Pick up one ticket

per valid MIT Student 10
at

E15-205, MIT Office of the Arts
NO TELEPHONE CALLS

or email PLEASE

CO, also took part in the strike.
The deadlocked issue began to

show signs of remedy this Monday
when Boston Mayor Thomas M.
Menino brought in the two parties to
resume talks and appointed chief
operating officer of Partners Health-
Care Thomas Glynn as me4iator.
Menino mentioned that an agree-
ment was close to being reached at
9:30 p.m. on Wednesday.

A statement issued by the Mainte-
nance Contractors of New England,
representing the contracting parties,
reads, "This is a settlement that is
right for the industry and shows our

• commitment to being responsible
corporate citizens. Weare especially
pleased that we were able to reach
this agreement without the need to
layoff any of our part-time emploY7
ees, many of whom have been with
us for more than 20 years."

The custodial workers will return
to work this Monday.

Organizers stop 'day of chaos'
The prospective protests for

Thursday turned to festivities
among janitorial activists.

Russel Davis, a spokespersqn for
Jobs With Justice, said that the day
was "a huge victory, in particular
for immigrant population and for
people believing they have the abili-
ty to fight for justice."

Davis said that the protestors

planned to focus on Boston's finan-
cial district. "We planned to protest
in the streets and blockade buildings
of property owners [who contract
the janitors] in a non-violent way,"
Davis said.

Stephanie W. Wang '04, a repre-
sentative of the Student Labor
Action Program, mentioned in an e-
mail that Thursday was planned to
be a "day of chaos" but instead will
be a "day of celebration." Wang
was unavailable for comment.

Oza said that for Thursday, they
had planned a multitude of events
throughout the day, but believed the
slogan "day of chaos" was a title
taken from non-MIT -affiliated_
sources involved with the protest.
Oza was not involved with planning
for Thursday.

Davis mentioned that Jobs With
Justice planned next Tuesday to be a
day of student led protests, with one
of the focal points being the MIT
campus. "MIT, as property owners,
did not support the janitors during
the strike," he said. "We were pretty
disappointed with the MIT adminis-
tration."

Oza was uncertain about what
events at MIT were planned for the
coming Tuesday.

Activists credit community
Leaders of the strike thanked the

efforts of the community for con-
tributing to the success of the strike.

"Students as tisuallielped in this
victory," Davis said. "They played
an iinportant role in our campaign."

Panfil agreed, saying that the
turnout "showed that immigrant
workers have a lot of support and a
significant voice, which is quite an
accomplishment. "

Oza said that the event was more
of a "community thing" and not a
student-led activity.

In- addition to the community, ~
Panfil sredited the large number of
political leaders that turned out in
support of the janitors, including
senators Theodore R. Kennedy (D-
Mass.) and John F. Kerry (D-Mass.).
"Mayor, Menino was also'helpful
throughout the campaign," she said.
"He played a critical role in it."

The joint statement of mainte:-
nance contractors also credited Meni-
no for his wo~k on the resolution. i

During the strike, a significant
number of labor and immigrants' •
rights groups as well as religious
organizations came out in support of
the janitors.

Panfil said the resulting agree-
ment was not completely satisfacto-
ry. "Like all compromises, we
would have liked more," she said,
mentioning health coverage for
more workers to be one of the key
concerns. "This was the effort of a
new local [chapter] with new lead-
ership, but this agreement is a good
beginning. "

Earn up to $900 I Month'
You can help people realize

their dreams of starting a
family by participating in our
Anonymous Sperm Donor'

Program.
To qualify, you must be

between 19-39 years old,
and enrolled in or graduated,

from a 4-year college.
.Donors will be compensated

$75 for each acceptable
donation.

Contact California
Cryobank's Cambridge

facility at
617 -497 -8646 for more

information, 'or visit us at:
www.crvobank.com/donors

Earn u to $900 I Month

James Smith
Professor

Hydrometeorology
R{::';

..
Erik H. VanMarcke

Profesor
Engineering Risk

Management

Civil and Environmental
Engineering
MS and PhD

at
Princeton University

• Environmental Engineering & Water
Resources

• Mechanics, Materials, and Structures

• Doctor of Philosophy in Civil and
Environmental Engineering

• Master of Science in Engineering
'. One-year Master of Engineering.

Receive your

Princeton University's Department of Civil and
Environmental Engmeering offers graduate study
and research in two areas:

The department offers three degree programs of
study:

Jean H. Prevost
Professor
Dynamics

Peter C. Y. Lee
Professor

Catherine A Peters
Associate Professor

"uter and Soil Pollution

David P. Billington
Professor

lA<lh~~ T/''"9'ry
1~ ;r;r..

Maria Garlock
Assistant Professor
Structural Systems

~, .
1!,llm\t~I:;lIIm

Eric F. Wood
Professor
Hydrology

i
'You are assured of close contact with distinguished I

~

.... faculty. Financial aid is provided through i
. research assistantships, teaching ...

'4lt. ,r .. assistantships, and fellowships.

., -, For more information or an application, visit ~~ '"I;, Vo,".
Peter R. JatTe IgnaCIORodriquez-Iturbc .. George Scherer Assistant Professor

Professor. Chairman Professor our webSite at: www.cee.pnnceton.edu. Professor Computation Fluid and
liiuer f'ol/ution Contrvl Ecohydmlogy Materiab Science Stuclural Dynamics

Michael A. Celia
Professor

Groundwater Hydrology

http://www.crvobank.com/donors
http://www.cee.pnnceton.edu.
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TIMOTHY SUEN-THE TECH
Scott Ritter, fonner U.N. weapons Inspector, answers questions about his film In Shifting Sands
and the stite of Iraq's nuclear program in 34-101 yesterday evening. The Iraq teaclHn, which
Included a showing of Ritter's documentary as well as talks by humanitarian aid worker George
Capaccio and arms control expert' Randall Forsberg, was sponsored by the Mil Social Justice
Cooperative.

lOEWS

HARVARD SQ.
10 CHURCH ST., CAMBRIDGE
800-SSS-TEU

Royal Bengal Rest.
313 Mass. Ave. P:617.491.1988

Authentic Bengali restaurant. Open
Tues to Sun, 11:30am - 11:30pm.
Lunch Buffet $5.95. Reasonably
priced dinner in this quaint setting.
Located just outside of Central
Square. Vegetarian and non-
vegetarian fish dishes. Catering.
Party planners and take-out.

www.rovalbengalfood.com
15% OFF wI this coupon!!

259 Newbury St.
Between Fairfield &: Gloucester

Tel: 617-437-9611
Fax:617-437-8862
Deliveries 6pm - 9pmII

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
STARTS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25TH!

PROMOTE TRIPS
AT M.I.T.I.HlNCASn

GO FREE!!!'
WLFOR
DETAILS!

- Open everyday
- Wide selection of authentic Thai cuisine
- Outdoor seating available
- Least expensive on Newbury St. www.thaidishboston.com

C~ .. ACAPl.LLCO • JAMAlCA
8AHAMM .. FL~ilDA

Thai Dish

~ll..a.: -- -, ~ I

~>~ ~ ~l' ~~, 1 - ,
.' .•. ~, ..

~ .. ;-~;~

x3-1541Tech News Hotline

http://www.rovalbengalfood.com
http://www.thaidishboston.com
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While Legal, Card Counting Often Stopped by Casinos
Blackjack, from Page I

Weight:
Height:
Waist: ] inch
Capacity: 16MB to

512MB
- Plug N' Play USB drive on any OS
- Carry MP3s, MPEGs, Pictures, SOftware

games, data and just stuff
- Far sUJX.'Tior to noppies or ZIP drives
- Student Rebate Code: MJT -USB

Integrated Real Estate
705 Cambridge Street
Cambridge, MA02141

irea@shore.net

Apartments for rent:
Somerville Cambridge line

10 minutes to Campus.
Modem building

2 bedroom 2 bath
Parking
Deck

Wall to wall! dish washer!
disposal/security alarms

laundry facility and hook ups.
Includes central heat and ale and

hot water.
S1425.00-S1575.00

mentioned in the book were com-
fortable with it. They were willing
to talk to Mezrich."

"This experience of seeing a
book about me and people I know
on The New York Times' list - it's
been surreal," Tay said.

Kevin Spacey to produce movie
Mezrich has already sold the

movie rights. to MOM studios.
Kevin Spacey is planning to both
produce and act,in the movie, which
could come out as soon as 2004. It
will be unique in that many of the
MIT students will be portrayed by
minority actors, as was the actual
case.

"Actually, Kevin Spacey came
to me about making a movie. He
read the wired. com adaptation of
the book and became interested,"
Mezrich said. "The funny thing is
filming may take in casinos such
as the The Mirage and Caesar's
Palace, where the real thing hap-
pened.

Several . MIT students
approached Mezrich after the book
signing and expressed interest in
acting or being extras in the movie.

,

i~~iTt \4:E~P~

who did not wish to be identified
commented, "It was an interesting
part of my life. I was very poor at
the time and without a job. I started
out just playing and learning the
rules, then later joined the MIT
blackjack team. I pretended to be a
bimbo while spotting so that they
would not suspect me and then
moved on up in my roles."

However, the game was not just
about getting loads of cash and stay-
ing in glitzy hotels.

"I stopped four years ago mainly
because of the stress of knowing I
could get caught. It is scary; they
will take illegal measures such as
pulling you to the back room ... you
don't know what they can do to you
there," she said.

Another person, represented by
the character Andrew Tay in the
book, said, "The team recruited stu-
dents who had a propensity for play-
ing cards and taught them basic
strategy. I was first skeptical when
they told me about it, but later I saw
what a good opportunity it was."

When asked how people felt
about their techniques being
revealed, Tay said, "most people

dealers could not easily spot these
card counting teams.

Former members talk
A member of the counting team

Getting caught
Eventually, members of the

blackjack team were betrayed. Out
of greed, some team members sold
names and faces to the Griffin
Agency, which is hired by some
casinos to track players who win dis-
proportionately. The Griffin Agency
compiles a face book of card coun-
ters and prohibits them from betting.

"It gets the MIT freshmen pic-
ture book every year," Mezrich said.

"I know of this guy who walked
in, was recognized almost immedi-
ately, and kicked out before he
could play at all," said a veteran
blackjack player. "Other times,
especially when it's busy, you can
play for a couple hours before they
pay any attention to you. You get
out fast as soon as they see you."

Card counting is entirely legal,
but casinos can still get rid of coun-
ters because they are taking the casi-
no's money.

I DEF TUV TUV OPER OPER I

FRIENDS
DON'T:LET
FRIENDS

DRIVE"
DRUNK.

m!I

56 J FK Street
(Lower level)

Cambridge, MA 02138

617-864-CUTS (2887)
earn bridge@traveleuts.eom

www.travelcuts.com

makes large bets, moves from table
to table, guided by signals from
spotters indicating advantageous
positions. Finally, the position
requiring the most skill is that of the
Big Player, who counts cards, plays
at the same time, and is advanced
enough to always place high bets.
Because of the division of labor,

$241.00
$244.00
$244.00
$328.00
$345.00
$469.00
$1198.00

Sponsored in port by: -ARCADE,A Ii's Roti, BWlA, OMi, Rhy1hm~Spic. and S~
\

In to Contact: cor ibbeo,n..exec@ ni t.edu
Rimrdo.@ 617-225..8456, Matthew @ 617-225..7471

or Shelly@ 611..225..7527

EURAILPASSES ISSUED ON-THE-SPOT!

.'111-- _
~ ....

~ ~

Lobdell Dining Hall, Mil Student Center',@ 6:30pm ..
84 Moss. Ave, Cambridg"e, MA ...0 ,"'

Tickets: $1 0
Ayailable in LOBBY 10* or at the DOOR
'contacts Jist~ below, odvanced ticket purchasing rEtc~mended

::1RAVELaJIS
See the world your way

London
Amsterdam
Paris
Madrid
Rome
Sanjose
Sydney

Fares are roundtrip from Boston. Restrictions apply.
Taxes not included. Fares subject to change.

players. The back-spotter counts
cards without playing and signals
teammates when high cards are
imminent. The spotter consistently
places small bets at the table while
secretly counting cards as well and
relaying the information to team-
mates. The "Gorilla," who always

mailto:irea@shore.net
http://www.travelcuts.com
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McGovern Building Conflicts with Plans for Railway

"It's almost shocking to pay this little for food this good,
in surroundings this gorgeous."

-Bon ADDetit

new building. The committee is
concerned about "the exterior, par-
ticularly on the ground interfaces on
the public side," Barker said. "The
exterior of the building is just con-
crete without any variation. They
[some attendees of the meeting]
think more windows or skins of the
building are needed for the side
interfaces and sidewalks."

The planning committee will
have the next public hearing on
Nov. 12. They will consider the
changes the MIT will have made
after the first meeting to decide
whether to approve the construction.

Simmons Hall
A card swiper has been installed at the front entrance of the building as
an interim measure until the permanent security system is in place.
Temporary ceiling tiles in main lobby have been replaced. The remaining
tiles are on site and will be replaced f1oor-by-f1oor. Remaining
construction on the building continues and noise is being mitigated so
disruption to residents will be as minimal as possible.
Vassar St. Utilities
Relocation of the chilled water line for Building 36 is in progress; no
disruption in service is anticipated. Excavation for the steam line to
Advanced Energy across Main Street continues. The steam piping and
backfill at Johnson Athletics is nearing completion. Vassar St. is now
one-way heading west from Main St. to Mass. Ave. until June 2003.
Dreyfus Chemistry Building
Repair work on the east concrete fayade is nearing completion.
Installation of mechanical systems continues. Installation of exterior
metal panels to roof penthouse is in progress.
Amherst Alley Steam Repairs
Most of the steam repairs are complete. At two locations on the east
and west end of W4, repair work on a condensate retum line will be
repaired. Four parking spaces will be left open for excavation and
mechanical vehicles while work is in progress.
Building 7 ADA accessible entrance
Construction of an ADA accessible entrance to Building 7 is underway.
Shrubs and trees on the north side of the 77 Mass. Ave. steps (behind
the bus shelter) have been removed to make room for installation of this
entrance. Shrubs and trees have also been removed from the south
side of the steps so that both sides can be replanted in balance upon
completion of the project.

For Information on rllT's building program, see http://web.m/t.edulevolvlng
!hIs Information provided by the lIlT Department of Facilities.

M IT Department of
FACILITIES

CAMPUS CONSTRUCTION UPDATE

... a 'multi-use' path for bikes and
pedestrians. They [members of the
Cambridge Bicycle Committee]
need enough width to build this lane
next to the rail track, but the space
[under the new MIT building] is too
narrow."

Additionally, there is also a plan
to install a frequently running light
rail transit system on the old rail
track, which also conflicts the build-
ing.

City finds facade too bland
Another concern of the develop-

ment department is the facade of the

trains can pass through the build-
ing.

Though trains run rather infre-
quently on the track, the committee
is concerned about the ability to
accommodate people in the future
with a hindered rail system. The
building plan also conflicts with
several Cambridge transportation
plans already in progress.

"Cambridge Bicycle Committee
is planning to build paths through
Cambridge alongside the rail
tracks," said Lester Barker, a mem-
ber of the City of Cambridge Plan-
ning Board. "There is a study about

Prepare to be amazed. The food really is this good-contemporary
grilled cuisine with honest flavors and refreshing combinations.

The surroundings really are this gorgeous-copper lanterns, amber glass and
whimsical murals. And the reasonable prices? Shocking! We amazed Bon

Appetit...and now we want to amaze you. Join us for lunch,
dinner, weekend dining and Sunday brunch.

fresh flavors .!) good friends.!) great bar

contemporary american grill/20 sidney street, cambridge jeentral square /(6171494-0011/ sidneysgrille.com

The Picower Foundation donated
$50 million to establish the Picower
Center for Learning and Memory
this year. If this building are not
approved, the use of those funds
could be cancelled.

Railroad plans hinder building
The site for the proposed build-

ing is bordered by Main Street,
Albany Street, and Vassar Street
and located next to the Parsons
Laboratory. Because of the lack of
space at the site, the building will
have no ground floor and will be
elevated over the rail track so

By Shan Riku

Concerns about the rail track
running through the planned con-
struction site of the new laboratory
building for MIT's Department of
Brain and Cognitive Science,
along with the featureless exterior
of the building and other issues
caused the City of Cambridge
Community Development Depart-
ment to postpone approval of the
new building until another public
hearing. MIT stands to lose $50
million if the building is not erect-
ed.

Susumu Tonegawa, the Director
of the Picower Center of Learning
and Memory, expressed a depart-
mental need for the building. "Our
department is trying to be the best in
the world [in this field of study] for
coming decades," he said. "In order
to be the best, one thing we definite-
ly need is the new facility that the
neuroscientist and the brain scientist
can work close together. Now, our
laboratories are relatively scattered.
We need to put all neuroscience and
brain science researchers under one
roof."

The groundbreaking of the build-
ing is scheduled for 2003. It will be
occupied by laboratories from
Department of Brain and Cognitive
Sciences and house the McGovern
Institute of Brain Research and the
Pic ower Center for Learning and
Memory. It is presently projected
for completion in 2005.

Funding comes from benefactors
Some part of the budget for this

building comes from donations
made by Lore Harp and Patrick J.
McGovern '59, and the Barbara and
Jeffry Picower Foundation. The
McGoverns committed-$350 million
to MIT two years. ago. It was the
largest gift ever to a university for
scientific research.
I .J ......... ,.......,.<J

http://web.m/t.edulevolvlng
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Have a nice day! 6.002 Pilot Program
To Begin This Spring

version will cover almost the same
material as the regular 6.002," and
"the workload and level of difficulty
should be the same for the two ver-
sions," according to a message dis-
tributed to 6.00 I and 18.02 students
earlier this month. However, instead
of recitations, students will meet in
small, seven-student tutorials "with
a faculty tutor to explore cases"
twice a week.

"Unlike the regular 6.002 ...
course material will be presented in
the context of studying complete
applications such as X-I 0 home sig-
nalling, audio amplification, and
noise cancellation," according to the
message.

Enrollment in the class requires
permission from the class instruc-
tors. "We've had a lot of people
sending us e-mails," said Sussman.
"The response has been good."

There are also plans to develop
an experimental year-long integrated
6.00 I and 6.002 for a select group of
next year's incoming freshmen.

Pilot classes test effectiveness
Many questions about the feasi-

bility and practicality of a case-
based teaching approach in engi-
neering education, especially how
adequately it could address funda-
mental material, remain.

"That's a reason for the experi-
ment," Sussman said. "We know [a
case-based approach] works for
medicine, business, and law, but
applying it to engineering requires
trying to work out all the details ....
[All the Course VI faculty] I've
talked to think it's a good thing to
at least try,"

"The point of trying a single sec-
tion in this mode is to find out if it's
an effective way of teaching the
class. If it is, we'll expand it. If it's
not, then we'll try something else,"
said 6.001 professor W. Eric L.
Grimson.

Students are similarly recept.iy,e
to an expe~~n~l class. "For 6.002,
I think I would definitely get a lot
more out of it with more case stUd-
ies," said Michael J: Ehrenberg '06,
who is currently enrolled in 6.00 I.

Ehrenberg also had his doubts.
"The only downside is that I don't
know if I would want to be in an
experimental class because they usu-
ally have lots of problems that need
to be worked out, but after that they
are definitely a good idea," he said.

The one-year pilot investigation
is sponsored by the EECS depart-
ment and the d' Arheloff Fund for
Excellence in MIT Education.
Plans for future funding are under
development.

This space donated by The Tee

Although fire fighters do everything they can to prevent bums, more
than 2.5 million bum injuries occur in North America each year. Most
could be prevented. To learn more about our "Don't Get Burned"
campaign. please visit www.IAFFBurnFund.org. ,

~ llis message is brought to you by the International ~ of Fire Ftghters.
~ HW'OId A. SchIlltberJ1er. Gener8J President

By Kathy Un
STAFF REPORTER

An experimental, case-based
version of Circuits and Electronics
(6.002) will be offered in the Spring
2003 term in addition to the regular
version of 6.002.

The experimental class is part of
"a one-year pilot investigation,"
which is "intended to lay a founda-
tion for transforming the EECS
[electrical engineering and comput-
er science] core curriculum - 6.001
[Structure and Interpretation of
Computer Programs], 6.002, 6.003
[Signals and Systems], and 6.004
[Computation Structures] - to a
new structure," according to the
funding proposal for the program.

"The main goal ... is to move to
a different style of learning that pre-
sents material in case-study form
and encourages more interaction
through greater emphasis on tutori-
als," said Professor Harold Abelson,
one of two principal investigators
for the pilot program. "

New teaching method introduced
A case-study-based program

would help students because "pro-
gramming in terms of actual cases
in the real world is more interesting,
and it's attached to something," said
Gerald J. Sussman, a Course VI
(EECS) professor who is the other
principal investigator for the pilot.

In the spirit of New Pathways, the
Harvard Medical School program on
which that this pilot is based, the
developers of the pilot believe that
"education should be the capacity for
scientific thinking, rather than just a
collection of scientific facts, and that
learning should be a process of dis-
covery," according to the proposal.

The new program will feature
much smaller and more personal
tutorial sessions. "Students will get
real access to faculty and interact,"
Sussman said. Abelson and Sussman
are hoping that local alumni and
engineers will eventually participate
by serving as tutorial instructors.

"The pilot is the beginning of a
long-term, ambitious project, which
will require careful planning and
monitoring by the Department and
the Institute," according to the pro-
posal. If this "one-year demonstra-
tion and feasibility study" go well,
the professors hope the program
will continue with "a four- to five-
year evolutionary process" towards
"full-scale implementation."

Program launches 6.002 pilot
The 21-student 6.002 pilot this

spring will be the first class offered
by the prograJIl. "The experimental '

As a Graduate Student, you can now own your piece of
MIT tradition.

Jostens proudly serves the MIT Graduate community
with the Official Graduate Ring.

Jostens will be on campus
Sloan School

Tuesday-Wednesday
October 29-30
10:30-3:30pm

Like many aspects of MIT culture,
The MIT GRADUATE RING

has a rich heritage and tradition. The Graduate Ring is
a unique, beloved symbol, recognized the world over as

a distinctive school ring.

http://www.IAFFBurnFund.org.
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TEP Awaits Verdict
From National Frat
TEP, from Page I

While MIT is currently subsidizing
the cost of empty beds for all frater-
nities and independent living
groups, the fraternity is looking to
fill as much empty space as possible
for next year.

Having made the decision to
allow female boarders, the brothers
of TEP began to look for .interested
women during the normal rush peri-
od.

"I just .. , went over there and all
the guys were really friendly," said'
Female boarder Olejarczyk.
"They're easy-going and don't have
a problem with [women living at
TEP] at an." Olejarczyk, a fresh-
man, said that she had moved half
of her belongings to TEP and had
already spent several nights there.
Hong, the one new senior boarder,

Alcohol
Policy
Review
Planned
IFC, from Page 1

expand the current policy to developa ge'n'efal management policy about
following general Massachusetts
state laws arid ~hoiher as a event
guideline for having social fllDc-
tions. '

He said he would like to see -the
fist('Jn~a1iigeni~nt'c'btHrilittetfesclUg- '
lure the alcohol 'education require-
ments. "I would like to see more

"focus on, .things such as being able
.to pr~ve~~,an(f I iden~ify alcp401, poi-
J so.niI!~F str~~~-m.anagemen{, etc.",
ColagioVanni ,said.' ..

"I would like to'see houses more
actively use the IFC risk manager as
a resource," he said. "I think houses
:could benefit a lot [from] this, but
we would have to establish the trust
first between the two. In my opin-
ion, that is why the risk manager is
here, but with our houses, he is most
often an untapped resource."

,Dehoyos said that they are
responding carefully to everything
that has happened and "the adminis-
tration has been really supportive of
how we are moving on."

. Officers comment on the system
Dehoyos said that "the new offi-

cers are very involved in thelFC
and are extremely qualified [for
their positions]."
_ Sierra said he is "interested in

bringing together the continuity of
the new rush system." He men-
tioned that this year has "been a
"good opportunity for freshmen to
live in dorms:' while fraternities try
to "build a greater sense of commu-
nity from house to house."
- Gottlieb says it is important "to

improve communication and links
between the community." JudComm
is here to help with issues but "has
always been under utilized."

Huss said the IFC has pledged
"its dedication to make rush even
more successful than it was this
year."

As the new IFC Recruitment
Chair, Huss said he "will be looking
into issues such as overnight jaunts,
alcohol policy and its enforcement
before and during rush, and efforts
to lower the cost of nish for individ-
ual houses along with the Rush
Committee and input from all of the
houses in the IFC."

Huss also said he "will work
with the administration and all of
the member houses to find' the best
time and structure for Rush next
year."

had been living at TEP already and
will continue to stay there this
school year.

Boarders have different rights
According to Mandel, an impor-

tant difference between the men and
women who will be living at TEP is
that the women will not participate
in the normal pledge activities or
official fraternity business. The
women will not pay national frater-
nity dues, although they will be
expected to pay fees for room and
board.

"In terms of friendships, we're
all in it together," Mandel said.

In general, "We've wanted to
have women live in the house for
some time," Rolfe said. "We think
that the boarders program is a good
program and will be valuable for
both the brothers and the house."

THE TECH Page 17

FREDDY ESPINOZA

Tau Epsilon Phi Chancellor Jason T. Rolfe '03 discusses future housing options for women at TEP, the
only nationally male fraternity to seek female "boarders" at Mil.
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Galaxy Outlast Revolution at MLS Cup Championship
L.A.Jonvard Carlos Ruiz scoresin-the 22nd minute qf sudden death overtime to win 1-0

Rulz comes close to scoring In the first
half.

Galaxy captain Cobl Jones attacks the goal
against Revs defender Carlos Uamosa.

MLS Cup MVP Carlos Ruiz inverts himself In
a bicycle kick against opposing defense-
men Joe Franchino (#8) and Rusty Pierce
(#3).

All eyes are on Revolution goalkeeper Adin
Brown after he makes a save. The crowd of
6:1.,3:1.6at Gillette Stadium set a record for
MLS Cup attendance on Sunday, Oct. 20.

Clockwise from top left:

Ruiz cries out after scoring the winning
goal in sudden death overtime of the MLS
Championship.

Taylor Twellman reacts shows his disap-
pointment with the overtime loss.

Photography by Mlng-Tal Huh and Aaron D.
Mihalik

Revs Jay Heaps (#6), Brian Kamler (#5),
and Galaxy Danny Califf (#23) challenge for
a header In the first half of play.
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X-C to Defend NEWMAC Title

Engineers Defeat Smith,
TIe with Brandeis Judges

THE TECH Page 19

mage, a fumbled screen pass
intended for Kilpatrick was picked
up and returned for the go-ahead
touchdown, and UMD took the
lead for good.

MIT saw a chance slip away
when Josephson made a leaping
catch deep in UMD territory. The
ball was ripped out of his grip long
after he hit the ground, but after a
long conference, the officials
shockingly awarded possession to
the Corsairs. MIT's defense held,
but after a Beaver three-and-out,
UMD went on a 14-play, 80-yard
drive that bled eight minutes off
the clock.

After converting on third down
four straight times, UMD slammed
the door shut with a 6-yard touch-
down run by Shawn Theriault. The
final comeback bid was snuffed
with an interception as the clock
went under one minute to play.

The loss dropped MIT to 3-4
overall, and 1-2 in the New Eng-
land Football Conference's Boyd
Division. MIT's final two games
are at powerful Nichols College
this Saturday, and at home against
perennial thorn Salve Regina on
Nov. 2.

Riddle of tbe running backs
Emmitt Smith is now 93 yards

from overtaking Walter Payton as the
career rushing leader in NFL history.
The significance of this feat has
rekindled the flame of one of the
greatest sports debates: who is the
best running-back of all time? Strong
arguments can be made for Smith,
Payton, and Jim Brown, however my

the second quarter, however, tem-
pered the halftime enthusiasm.
MIT had the ball with first-and-
goal on the one-yard line. Their
two rushing attempts went
nowhere, though, and after an
incomplete pass, Ramirez' second
field goal try was blocked as time
expired.

Second balf slips away
MIT seemed in total control

midway through the third quarter.
The Corsairs moved all the way
down to the MIT six-yard line, but
strong safety David A. Blau '06
sacked UMD' s quarterback John
Falcone for a 9-yard loss. Defen-
s~ye captain Brian D. Hoying '03
blocked the ensuing field goal
attempt, and MIT marched the ball
down the field on the shoulders of
Deutsch and fullback Ostlund. The
Beavers hit paydirt when receiver
Thomas 1. Kilpatrick '05 shook
loose behind the secondary for a
23-yard touchdown., bringing the
score to 26-14.

But the Corsairs weren't intimi-
dated. -After a big kickoff return,
they cut the lead to 26-21 on a TD
rush. On t~e next play from scrim-

SPORTS

Injuries, Hard Feelings Plague Dolphins
Fanatic, from Page 20 solution to their passing woes. vote goes to Barry Sanders. Believe it

Enter Cns Carter. When he was or not, Barry Sanders is one of the
let loose by the Vikings in the off- most underrated running-backs in
season, Carter shopped around but no history. The only chink in his il108tri-
one would offer the 8-time pro bowl 008 armor is that he has never won a
receiver the contract he was looking Super Bowl. However, I would claim
for. Now that the Dolphins need a that what makes a running-back great
receiver in the worst way, (especially is purely his ability to run, and in that
since backup quarterback Ray Lucas category Sanders is number one.
needs all the help he can get,) Barry never had a world-class
Carter's demands seem less unrea- defense keeping opposing teams
sonable. Carter passed his physical deathly afraid of a quick strike like
last week, and will suit up in Miami's Payton's Bears did. Barry never had a
Monday night game against Green monstrous offensive line and a Hall-
Bay on Nov. 4. of-Fame quarterback like Smith did.

In the end, Miami spent more What Barry did, he did on his own.
money on receivers than they ever Quietly he racked up 15,269 yards,
intended, and this still may not be the averaging 5.1 yards per carry. That's
solution to their problems. This almost a full yard more per carry than
should be a lesson to organizations Payton or Smith over their careers,
around the league: treat your own and nearly 3,000 more yards that Jim
players well or pay the price later. Brown.

Sanders retired while he was at
the peak of his game. Unfortunate. It
appears now that he is nearly forgot-
ten. He rushed for over 1,000 yards
every year he played, and had the
best year in history rushing for 2,053
yards on 6.1 yards per-carry. If you
doubt for a second that Barry Sanders
is the greatest, watch any game he.
played. No running back was more
feared, no running back w~ better.

for 153 yards on 39 carries, including
the game-winning 19-yard touch-
down run in overtime. Oakland hopes
to rebound after back-to-back losses
next week against Kansas City, as
San Diego enters their bye week
sporting their best record since 1994
when they went to the Super Bowl.

Dolphins' passing game in trouble
When Jay Fiedler went down two

weeks ago, Miami (5-2) knew their
passing game would suffer. Last
week, receiver Oronde Gadsen
sprained his wrist, putting the Dol-
phins in an even tighter spot.

The situation with Gadsen has
some his'tory. The team's most pro-
ductive receiver over the past three
years, Gadsen requested a contract .
extension this year but was denied the
salary he requested. Outwardly
unhappy about the situation, Gadsen
has played with his sights sets on
free-agency. When he sprained his
wrist, Gadsen opted for season-end-
ing surgery over a couple weeks on
the bench, as a gesture to the Dol-
phins organization. Now, thanks to
their stingy attitude toward their
receivers, Miami is desperate for a

Football, from Page 20

UMD Steals Second Half for Wm

STANLEY HU-THE TECH

Deanna M. Lentz '06 lines up for a penalty shot in last Friday's women's field hockey game
-against Smith College. Mil won 2-1, edging out Smith with a second-half goal.

UMD was on top of their game as
well; they reached the end zone on
their first drive, ending the MIT
defense's six-quarter shutout
streak. Linebacker Schreiber
demonstrated his displeasure by
blocking the extra point. Deutsch
later scored on a 23-yard run, and
the extra point by R. Matt Ramirez
'06 gave MIT the lead.

After a Corsair three-and-out,
Deutsch struck again with a three-
yard plunge. In turn, UMD went
right down the field, showing the
offensive balance that had led them
to the top of the division standings,
and scored on a touchdown pass.

. But MIT answered with- a long
drive of their own, culminating in a
24-yard Ramirez field goal.

The big play was a 33-yard
catch down the left sideline by
rookie Kurt Josephson. After the
defense refused to yield a first
down on the ensuing possession,
the UMD punter saw the ball sail
above his head and out of the end
zone, giving KilT two additional
points.

A critical sequence at the end of

had eight saves to earn the shutout.

caught another, and brought down
seven blocks. Kathleen L. Dobson
'03 was an end zone powerhouse,
with three goals caught and one
thrown.

After this easy victory, sMITe
faced its toughest matchup of the
tournament: UMass-Amherst. sMITe
started off with a huge point block by
Elizabeth S. Kim G, followed with a
huck by Angela Tong '05 to Mas-
sague for the goal. Unfortunately, the
speed and solid throws by UMass for
the rest of the game forced a sMITe
loss, 13-2.

On the second day of play, sMITe
faced Yale University's Ramona.
Meryl R. del Rosario '05 contributed
three blocks and one point block, and
-Shuang You '05 threw one goal and
caught one more. However, Ramona
squeezed out a victory, winning
11-8.

The final game pitted sMITe
against the Wellesley Whiptails.
Despite Wellesley's excellent use of
zone defense in ~eavy winds,
Genevieve G. Ricart '06, Darlene E.
Ferranti '06, and Godina caught two
goals each. But even with four strong
blocks by Tong, sMITe lost 9-7.

"Although our throws couldn't
stand up to the heavy winds in this
game, I think the team improved a lot
throughout the tournament," Sun
said.

gnaw their way back to victory
against the talented Polar Bears from
Coast Guard Academy. At the
James Early Invitational, Coast
Guard finished only 23 points
behind MIT without their top runner.

"It'll be a dogfight. We'll need to
run a little better if we hope to
defend our NEWMAC title," said
coach Halston W. Taylor.

By lori Elch
TEAM MEMBER

Last weekend, the Women's Ulti-
mate Frisbee Team (sMITe) went
3-3 at Williams College's annual

~

Purple Valley Tourna-
ment.

_,_\' The first game of, 2)/ the tournament was
\- against the Harvard

University Quasars.
The game began with a point block
by Lori A. Eich '03, who hucked the
disc to Taylor F. Schildgen G for the
first point of the game. With the aid
of three blocks, one point block, and
two goals by Yelena Gorlina '06,
sMITe won the game 9-2.

In the second round of play,
sMITe took on Middlebury College.
Middlebury attempted a zone
defense, but it was quickly crushed
by sMITe's solid play. Nancy Y. Sun
'04 led the team with three goals
thrown and one caught, and Eulalia
S. Massague '04 shut down Middle-
bury's offense with five huge blocks.
After the game was capped for time,
sMITe came out ahead with a score
of 8-5.

The team's next opponent was
Amherst College. Winning with a
fin~ score of 9-0, sMITe spent most
of the game autographing discs in the
end zone. The game was dominated
by Schildgen, who threw one goal,

Soccer, from Page 20

crosS Country, from Page 20

'06 (27:37), Eric A. Khatchadourian
'06 (27:39), and George Hanson '03
(27:42) rounded out the rest of
MIT's attack.

MIT will regroup and prepare for
the NEWMAC Championships a
week from Saturday at Wellesley.
The "Runnin' Beavers" will look to

sMITe Breaks Even
At Williams College

...
conference standings and through- Brandeis battle ends in draw
out the match, play went back and Last Thursday, MIT tied local
forth .... rival Brandeis University 2-2 in a

.- -Smith ajip~ared to--Iiavttihe -' IIO:minute contest that enderlin-tile
physical and aggressiveness edge dark. MIT went out to an 1-0 lead in
while MIT dominated team play and the 24th minute on a Griffin finish off
possession. liaving played in two a Clinton comer. Confidence was
physical games earlier in the week, high amongst the MIT squad, but the
however, MIT was prepared for the feeling would be fleeting as just two
hard-hitting matc~. The Engineers minutes later, Brandeis capitalized on
kept their composure, and fortunate- a defensive letdown to tie the game.
ly their health, despite Smith's bully Minutes before the end of the
style. half, Griffin would strike again, this

The thirteenth minute proved an time off of a signature super-throw by
unlucky one for Smith as MIT Monica F. Morrison '04. Despite
defender Rebecca E. Clinton '03 dominating the play and doubling
served a well-placed comer kick to Brandeis' attempts at goal (22 shots
senior classmate Kelli A. Griffin, for MIT, 11 for Brandeis), MIT
who found the ball and sent it sail- allowed the Judges to score again
-ing towards the net. The Smith with twenty-two minutes left in regu-
keeper made an initial save but Grif- lation.
fin was there for the rebound and The 2-2 draw sent the game to
sent it again to goal. This time, a overtime and would not be broken by
Smith defender got a piece of it, either team. The draw was a disap-
though not enough. Meghan E. pointment for MIT, as they had seen
O'Kane '06 came sliding in to put -many chances to win throughout.
the ball away past Smith's keeper. Yang had four saves for MIT on the
The lone goal would be all MIT day, while the Brandeis keeper had 10.
needed to edge out the Pioneers in MIT stands at 8-5-2 overall and
front of a large and loud Smith 3-3-1 in the conference. On Satur-
home crowd. day, the team, led by departing

Defenders Clinton, Ai-ris fourth-year seniors Clinton, Griffin,
Yonekura 'OS, and Juthica B. Mal- Yang, Saroglou and Sarah E. Mende-
lela '06 held strong against Smith's lowitz, will host Mt. Holyoke at 1
attack. Sheila E. Saroglou '03 and p.m. at Steinbrenner Stadium.
Lydia A. Helliwell '05 were out- Besides being the last home game of
standing, continuously squashing their careers, the match against Mt.
any progress Smith tried to make Holyoke will determine post-season
through the middle. Keeper Yang tournament seeds.

You Shall Banish Ignorance
there be none who may go without hearing of the great uictories in this world.

<sports@the- tech.mit.edu>
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SPORTS
Engineers Dominate, Martens Takes Honors Corsairs

JINYANG U-THE TECH
Cory Y. Mclean '04 passes a series of Lasell defenders to score in the first half of the men's soccer game on Tuesday. Lasell College
scored with five seconds left in regulation to tie the game 1-1.

Men's Cross Country Places Second to Jumbos
Football, Page 19

Saturday, Oct. 26
Women's Soccer vs. Mt.

Holyoke - Steinbrenner Stadi-
um 1 p.m.

Men's and Women's Fenc-
ing, Alumni Meet - DuPont, 1
p.m.

Pistol vs. U.S. Coast Guard
Academy - DuPont

UPCOMINGHOME
EVENTS

By Christopher P. ~nderson
TEAM MEMBER

With their offense out of the
doldrums and their defense on fire,
the MIT football team seemed on

their way to a monu-

.,

mental upset with a
26-14 third-quarter
lead over the unde-
feated UMass-Dart-
mouth Corsairs. But

the 12-point lead evaporated in a
period of 15 seconds, and the
Beavers ended up chewing on a bit-
ter 36-26 loss.

Quarterback Alex T. Kamal
'03, completing 12 of20 passes for
211 yards, and tailback Philip M.
Deutsch '04, with 27 carries for
128 yards, each had a fantastic
afternoon, and the defense put forth
a superb effort, but the clock just
didn't move fast enough for the
Beavers.

The emergence of the ground
game (176 yards on the day) was a
major boost for the Beaver offense.
Deutsch and David J. Ostlund '04
found room to run behind offensive
linemen Matt J. Krueger 'OS, Justin
M. Nelson '04, Benjamin F.
Povlich 'OS, Spencer M. Cross '05
and Keith G. Reed '04. MIT held a
four-minute edge in time of posses-
sion, keeping UMD's potent
offense off the field fora good part
of the contest.

The Beaver defense played an
inspired, hard-nosed game for the
second week in a row. Inside line--
backer Jerimy R. Arnold '03 led
the way with 11 tackles, joined by
Brent M. Schreiber '03 (7), Corey
D. Carter '03 (10), and Dan Reli-
han '04 (8). Conference sack leader
Kevin Yurkevich '06 notched two
of the team's four tackles for loss,
but left the game in the third quar-
ter with an injury.

Beaver offense wakes up ,
Normally a slow-starting team,

the Beavers tallied an unprecedent-
ed 19 points in the first half. But

Squelch
UpsetBkl

week, which saw her surpass the
1,500-kill mark, Martens earned the
NEWMAC Conference Player of the
Week Award. This is the second
week in a row that an MIT player has
earned this recognition, as Austin
Zimmerman '06 earned the award the
week before.

On Tuesday night, MIT faced a
very strong Coast Guard Academy
squad. The Engineers knew the
importance of this match going into
it. A win would lock up at least a sec-
ond place finish in the conference.
Coast Guard also knew the impor-
tance and pushed the Engineers hard
throughout the match.

The first game went back and
forth until MIT finally pulled away in
the end to take it 30-23. The second
game saw Coast Guard push even
harder; they took the game 30-21.
\With the match tied at one game
apiece, it looked as though the Engi-
neers were in trouble.

However, with' great poise, the
Engineers slowly took control of the
match behind the setting of Zimmer-
man, who dished out 52 assists for
the match. MIT took the third and
fourth games 30-22 and 30-24 to
win the match 3-1. The attack was
very well balanced. Martens had 15
kills, Clayton and Hart had 14 each,
and Reynolds added 11.

The Engineers are currently 26-2
on the season with a conference
record of 7-D. Currently ranked #2 in
the New England region and in the
top 30 nationally, the Engineers will
play their next home match on Satur-
day, Nov. 2 in DuPont Gymnasium.

Cross Country, Page 19

plague the team, as almost a minute
separated Schmeckpeper and Brian
C. Anderson '04. Anderson, known
for his blazing finishes, was still able
to claim 20th for the Beavers with a
time of 26:21.

The pack of Albert S. Liu '03
(26:40), Carlos A. Renjifo '04
(26:45), and Craig B. Wildman '03
(27:02) finished the scoring for MlT
by capturing 28th, 31 st, and 40th
places, respectively. Fivos G. Con-
stantinou '06 (27: 19), David S. Gray

By Paul Dill
TEAM COACH

The women's varsity volleyball
team continued their winning ways
with yet another undefeated week as

T
they went 3-D, beating
Caltech, Plymouth
State College, and the
U.S. Coast Guard
Academy.

Over the weekend,
MlT hosted a tri-match with Caltech
and Plymouth State. In the first
match, the Engineers took on their
west coast rivals and made short
work of them. The entire roster saw
time in the rout as MIT took the
match 3-D (30-15,30-10,30-14).
Kelly A. Martens '03, Nydia M.
Clayton '04 and Joy N. Hart '06 each
contributed eight kills !o the effort,
while Jenny C. Alexander '06 did
double duty in the match, playing one
game as a hitter, and one as the setter.
Her hitting percentage was a whop-
ping .800, and she dished out nine
assists in the game she set.

In their second match, MIT faced
a Plymouth State team that took them
to five games in their last meeting at
the Bates College Invitational. The
Engineers showed them no mercy
this time around, winning the match
3-D (30-19, 30-27, 30-22). Martens
again led the offense with II kills,
while Arlis A. Reynolds '06 added
six kills and four aces to the win. Car-
oline D. Jordan '06 also had a big
day, with a hitting percentage of .625.

With her performance over the
weekend and an impressive showing
against Smith College earlier in the

the MIT defeat.
In the perfect weather, Captain

Sean P. Nolan '03 led the way for
the Beavers, claiming second place
with a time of 25: 16 for the five-
mile course. Benjamin A. Schmeck-
peper '05 trailed close behind his
teammate to c.1ock in at 25 :21 and
finish in fourth place. Trailing early
in first mile of the race, the dynamic
duo could not close the gap between
them and the race winner from
Massachusetts Maritime Academy.

The gap between MIT's second
and third runners continued to

By Sergio M. Navarro
TEAM MEMBER

The men's cross country team
finished second out of 27 schools in
last Saturday's James Early Invita-

T tional meet at West-
field State. The Jum-

., .I bos of Tufts~'~jUniversity outlasted
... MIT in the disappoint-

ing race, as they cap-
tured the meet title by a score of 72
to MIT's 85. The loss of freshman
star Steven K. Maltas '06 to a back
injury proved to be a key factor in

DANIEL BERSAK-THE TECH

Joy N. Hart '06 digs a hard-driven Coast Guard Academy attack dur-
ing Tuesday's 3-1 volleyball victory. The team is now 7-0 in the con-
ference and 26-2 overall.

Lyons AttBck
Quickly, MIT
Can't Answer
By Melissa Hart
TEAM .\fE.\fBER

The MIT women's soccer team
picked up a win, a loss, and a draw
in a tough week of conference play.

The Engineers, cur-

T rently 8-5-2, have
. one regular season

game remaining.
Ii; This past Tuesday,

on a brisk autumn
afternoon, the team travelled to face
the Wheaton College Lyons in a
conference contest. The opportunis-
tic Lyons were quick to pounce and
converted three of their first four
shots into goals, putting MIT in a
0-3 deficit with 80 minutes left to
play,

Wheaton's fourth goal shortly
followed, when their All-American
forward and New England's leading
scorer, Tracy Prihoda, capitalized
on a through-ball.

Despite their early firepower,
Wheaton's fourth goal would be
their last, as MIT went on to playa
solid 70 minutes, holding the
Lyons' notoriously relentless
offense scoreless for the remainder
of the match.

The Engineers took nine shots in
the contest, and tested the Wheaton
keepers six times. Despite these
shots, MIT could not get on the
scoreboard. Wheaton had fourteen
shots in the match and MIT's keeper
Connie Yang '03 made nine saves
before she was relieved by Sarah
Barber, a CMI exchange student.

Though solid in the second half,
MIT was unable to meet the offen-
sive effort put forth by the # I-in-
New England and #4-nationally
ranked Lyons. The Engineers had
to swallow the shutout for their fifth
loss on the season.

Defense key in win over Smith
Last Saturday, MIT traveled to

Smith College to take on another
feisty and physical conference rival.
The game was an important one for

Soccer, Page I9
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